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INTAP, an application of the Parametric Analysis
Program (1) aids the systematic study of heliocentric point-to-
point conic section trajectories. The system considered by
INTAP consists of a sequence of "time points" (each of which
is defined by a heliocentric position vector and an associated
Julian date) and the conic section trajectories which link the
time-wise adjacent points. Certain of the dependent variables
(characteristics) of the system may be subject to constraint
equations, the satisfaction of which defines a solution vector
in the independent variable (parameter) space. If the proper
number of characteristics are constrained, then the solutions,
as well as any unconstrained characteristics, can be expressed
as functions of two parameters. These two parameters may be
associated with the coordinate axes of a grid, whose size is
determined by the domains of interest of the two parameters
and whose mesh size is determined by the degree of thoroughness
with which these domains are to be studied. The non-grid solution
parameters and the unconstrained characteristics are then re-
presentable by surfaces, the behavior of which may be analyzed
by means of contour plotting.
As an example of the above description consider a
function fl of three parameters:
fl = fl(Xl'X2'X3 ) (i)
which is constrained by an equation of the form:
fl(Xl,X2,X3) - K 1 = 0 (2)
If x I and x 2 are chosen as grid parameters, then at any grid
point (Xl,X2), the solution of equation (2) yields:
x 3 = x 3(xl,x 2) (3)
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Repeating this process at each grid point then generates points
on the solution surface x 3 = x3(xl,x2). The variable x 3 is
termed a search parameter. Any other function of the three
parameters is then also representable as a function of the two
grid parameters.
By obvious extension a function of n parameters
subject to n-2 constraints may be represented as a function of
any two of the parameters chosen to define the grid.
INTAP uses the above techniques in (generally) the
following manner, although several variations are possible:
given the grid and mesh sizes, and information concerning
constraints and non-grid parameters, an initial solution to the
constraint set is sought via a secant method iteration scheme.
The initial solution is propagated over the entire grid, following
which numerous functions of interest are computed and printed
for each grid point. Plotting options are included for graphically
displaying the characteristics as either contours or slices.
Using this information, the feasibility of particular sets of
trajectories may be assessed.
Several auxiliary programs exist for further study
of the solutions. Among these are provisions for generating
abort trajectories which define the requirements for effecting
a direct return to Earth from points on a given heliocentric
orbit. Other programs enable the connecting of trajectories
generated within one grid to those of another grid, assuming a
common grid parameter.
2. METHOD
As stated above, the basic quantity considered by
INTAP is a "time-point", which consists of a heliocentric
position vector and an associated Julian date. A conic section
joining two time points is referred to as a "trajectory leg,"
and a sequence of legs will constitute a "segment". In the
most frequently used application of this program, that of
direct planet-to-planet flight, the four quantities which
define a time-point are not independent but are related through
Kepler's laws -- specification of a particular planet and Julian
date uniquely determines the three coordinates of the planet.
However, provision exists for specifying an arbitrary time-point
(other than a planet), whose four coordinates are independent.
This arbitrary point may then be treated as an element in the
set of points to be linked by a sequence of heliocentric trajectories
(segment). This option may be useful for applications wherein
direct planet-to-planet flight is inefficient, e.g., transfers
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requiring high inclinations, thus necessitating a "plane
change" maneuver enroute. This plane change is effected
by a totally self-induced impulse (as distinguished from an
alteration provided by the gravitational field of an encountered
planet) which generally modifies both the magnitude and direction
of the heliocentric velocity vector.
The computation of the trajectory leg between two
time-wise adjacent points is achieved by means of an iterative
routine which solves Lambert's problem, i.e., given two radius
vectors (magnitudes and included angle) and the flight time
between them find the unique* conic section (in terms of eccen-
tricity and semi-traverse axis) which joins them. In terms
of parameters and constraints, the two time points permit a
maximum specification of eight parameters (rl,ll,_l,tl,r2,12,B2,t2).**
If all eight of these parameters are set to some fixed values,
the conic connecting the points is determined. If one parameter
is free, then one constraint (either semi-transverse axis or
eccentricity) may be imposed, and if two are free (excluding
the combinations (tl,t2), (Xl,X2), (61,62), (_i,Bj,i=l,2;j=l,2)),
both orbit elements may be constrained. If the time point is a
planet, then the Julian date is the logical choice to be the
parameter since the three other variables (r,l,6) are all single
valued functions of the date. If two time-wise adjacent points
are both planets, then the two position vectors are specified by the
Julian dates and the Lambert leg joining the two planets is deter-
mined and hence neither the semi-transverse axis nor the eccentricity
may be prescrioed. However, there is another type of constraint
which may be satisfied in this case and which is often of interest.
Consider three consecutive planets. Let t I and t 3 be the grid
parameters and t 2 be a search parameter which will be used in
satisfying the ballistic flyby constraint
&V2(tl,t2,t 3) = 0 (4)
an explanation of which follows: for a combination tl,t2,t 3
the two legs linking planet 1 with planet 2 and planet 2 with
planet 3 may be computed. The velocity of planet 2 is also
computed at t 2 as are the velocities on the conics inbound to
and outbound from planet 2. If the velocity of planet 2 is
subtracted (vectorially) from the other two velocities, the
results are the relative velocities of approach and departure
Assuming prograde transfers of less than 29 rad.
**
= celestial longitude
6 = celestial latitude.
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from planet 2 or the "hyperbolic excess velocities" (v).
When the difference in the magnitudes of the two v vectors,
_V 2, is zero, a continuous hyperbola may be passed from one
to the other, the passage distance from the planet's center
being determined by the mass of the planet, the magnitudes of
and the angle between the v vectors. Thus, for a given t I and
t 3, the non-grid parameter t 2 is used in searching for a
configuration such that equation (4) is satisfied.
In more general terms then, given an initial guess
at the state of a set of "time-points" and defining information
as to which elements of the set are parameters and which are
fixed, the simulation portion of INTAP will, based upon the
particular functions for which constrained values are sought,
generate those conics necessary to evaluate the functions and
compute a vector of errors. This vector is fed back to the
convergence routines for use in subsequent iterations. Assuming
that the procedure converges to at least one solution of the
constraint set, the solution will (at the user's option) be
propagated to each point within the solution grid defined by
the user.
As an illustration, consider a hypothetical situation
in which it is desired to depart from Venus, pass Mars ballis-
tically, fly to a time-point, three of whose coordinates (t,l,8)
are fixed, but whose heliocentric radius is a parameter, execute
a plane change maneuver at the time-point, and then arrive at
Earth on an ellipse with a fixed semi-major axis. The significant
characteristics of such a segment might be Venus departure velocity,
pericentron altitude at Mars passage, delta-V required for plane
change, and Earth arrival velocity.
The problem could be defined in terms of parameters




Julian date at Venus departure




Julian date at Mars passage
heliocentric radius at plane change




ballistic passage of Mars
fixed semi-major axis on third leg conic.
The user must have supplied an initial trial parameter
vector and information concerning the ranges of the parameters.
These data are entered through the various NAMELISTS which are
considered in Appendix A.
At this point, program control will transfer to
the search and convergence routines in an attempt to find an
initial solution to the constraint set. Using the given
parameters, the heliocentric position vectors of the four
time-points are computed in the Ecliptic System.* Then, by
means of an iterative routine, Lambert's problem is solved
for the three unique conics which join the time-wise adjacent
points. The heliocentric velocity vectors on the conics
approaching and departing Mars are found and from these is
subtracted the velocity of Mars on the given Julian date. As
stated, the resulting relative velocity vectors, when equal
in magnitude, define a ballistic flyby of the planet. Assuming
they are unequal on the first trial, their difference is entered
as an element of the error array.
The second element in this array is the difference
between the desired semi-major axis on the third leg and that
which resulted from solution of Lambert's problem on that
leg. The search parameters are incremented and the process
repeated. The resulting three error vectors provide a starting
point for an iteration routine which will force the search




the search range includes points sufficiently
close to said solution.
If this process does indeed converge, the resulting
solution(s) may then be automatically propagated over the entire
grid in a similar manner with the solution at one point used as
a starting guess for adjacent points.
Having filled the grid, the characteristics may be
computed, if desired. In this phase of the program, all the
conics are generated, and for each point in the parameter grid
the data pertaining to the conics and the time point encounters
(flybys, plane changes, etc.) can be printed. Coincident with
the printing, save files may be written to retain the data for
future use, e.g., plotting of certain of the characteristics.
Plotting may also be done within the present execution.
See Figure 1.
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Had there been another set of trajectories arriving
at Venus over the same range of dates as the Venus departure
range just considered, these two segments could be connected
by either an impulsive or stopover encounter and the total set
of trajectory characteristics for the two-segment flight plotted
and printed.
An impulsive encounter is generated when the last
planet in one segment is the same as the first planet in the
next segment and the times of arrival at this planet in the
first segment match the departure times for the second segment.
In this case the inbound and outbound v vectors, although
unequal in magnitude, define a plane in the planetocentric
coordinate system and the minimum single impulse transfer from
one asymptote to the other may be computed in this plane. If
the arrival times in the first segment differ from the second
segment departure times by a fixed amount, the segments may
be connected by a deboost-boost stopover wherein the spacecraft
approaches the planet hyperbolically, deboosts at pericentron
into an elliptical parking orbit for the required stay time
and then boosts back out onto the outbound hyperbola. These
features will be clarified by means of specific examples in
Section 4.
Within the present framework, the program is capable







radius of a point relative to planet's center
latitude of a point defined in the local
planetocentric coordinate system
longitude of a point defined in the local
planetocentric coordinate system.
If the time-point is other than a planet, the follow-









The constraints which may be satisfied are:
a)
b)
ballistic flyby of any body in heliocentric orbit
fixed eccentricity of any leg when at most one end-
point is a planet
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c) fixed semi-major axis of any leg when at most one
end-point is a planet.
3. USAGE
The program is structured into five subdivisions,
and a run may invoke any logical subset or all five of the
subdivisions. If a run is to start anywhere but at the initial
subdivision, previously generated data must be made available
to the program through either tape or saved FASTRAND files.
Brief definitions of the primary functions of the five sub-
divisions follow:
i. INISOL seeks an initial solution
to the constraints for specified
values of the grid parameters
2. FILGRD propagates the initial solution to
each point within the grid. If
convergence cannot be achieved at
a particular point, that point is
marked to indicate this fact and
the program continues.
3. COMCHA computes and prints characteristics
of the trajectories at each grid
point.
4. AUXPRO combines segments at common dates,
computes and prints impulsive flyby
or stopover characteristics. Generates
aborts.
5. PLTCON generates plots of any of the character-
istics.
The inputs necessary to run INTAP are discussed in the User's
Guide (Appendix A).
4. TEST CASES
Sample outputs from two test cases are included.
The first case, that which was discussed in Section 2, is
a single segment incorporating a plane change maneuver, a
ballistic flyby, and a semi-major axis constraint on one of
the Lambert legs. The following figure conceptually displays the
sequence:






The grid parameters were defined to be the times of departure
from Venus and arrival at Earth. Two other parameters were
the Mars passage date and the radial distance from the sun
at the time-point. The constraints were a ballistic passage
of Mars and a semi-major axis of 1.2 A.U. on the inbound
leg to Earth. A list of the inputs and samples of the output
for both the extensive and condensed printout options can be
found in Appendix F. Figures 2 and 3 are contours of Mars
passage radius and plane-change delta-v.
The second sample case illustrates the manner in
which various segments are combined to form complete trips.
A segment was generated which consisted of Earth departure,
(grid Parameter i), ballistic flyby of Mercury, and then
Venus arrival (grid parameter 2). It can be seen (Appendix
G) that a ballistic flyby of Mercury would pass well beneath
the planet's surface, obviously precluding the use of this
particular set of trajectories but they are intended here
only as an illustration of certain features of the program.
The Venus arrival dates covered the same span as did the Venus
departures in the first example, thereby enabling the connecting
of segments via an impulsive flyby at common grid points, i.e.,








where NDI is the number of Earth departures in the first segment
and NA2 the number of Earth arrivals in the second segment.
Appendix G contains some sample output of the connected segments,
and Figure 4 is a contour plot of minimum transfer velocity
holding the Venus impulsive transfer time fixed at its minimum
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value (JD=43286), the grid parameters being Earth departure
and arrival times. The figure indicates that the transfer
velocity is relatively independent of the Earth arrival time
in the second segment.
The run which produced this second case, i.e.,
generate the two grids, combine them and plot contours required
a computer charge of about 65 units.
5. PROGRAM DESCRIPTION
An attempt has been made to impart a modular structure
to the program. In anticipation of future applications, pro-
visions have been made for the inclusion of additional operations
with a minimum of programming effort. Scattered throughout
the program there are 'unassigned options' which are presently
not used but which provide space for the insertion of new code
as the need arises. The logic is set up to handle an optimization
feature although none such exists presently. There are three
specific types of constraint errors that may be evaluated within
the current framework but, again, the user may expand upon this
by inserting either a line of code or by adding additional entry
points to an existing routine, depending upon the type of con-
straint he seeks to satisfy. In either event, the logical
structure has already been included.
5.1 Subroutine Interface
Appendices C and D cross-reference the subroutines
and common sections within INTAP (exclusive of those provided
by PAP). The following functional block diagram displays the
hierachical structure of the major subroutines:






Referring to the previous figure it is seen that
the significant input to the user routines is a parameter vector.
From the first two PAP functions, INISOL and FILGRD, this vector
is either an initial or an iterated guess at the solution while
from the third function, COMCHA the vector is a solution. This
vector is transmitted as an argument by either subroutine CONSTR
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or CHARAC to subroutine SETUP. The output from SETUP is a
dimensioned variable containing the components of the heliocentric
position vectors for each of the time-points in the segment.
The position vectors are computed directly from (r,l,8) if the
time point is other than a planet. In the case of a planet, given
the Julian date, the program sequentially determines the mean
anomaly, eccentric anomaly, true anomaly whence the radius which
is decomposed along the periapse and semi-latus rectum directions.
The Euler angles of the planet's orbit determine the elements
of a rotation matrix to transform the vector to the Ecliptic
system. The planet numbers and encounter dates are also stored
in COMMON for each of the points. Those time-points with no
associated parameter will have been stored in the pass through
PAP (wherein the simulator is defined), and as they are invariant,
need be computed only once. The program logic branches at the
return from SETUP to reduce the amount of computation required.
CONSTR checks each pair of adjacent points and determines if
a constraint must be satisfied at either of the points or on the
Lambert leg connecting them. If so, CONSEG is called to join
the points; otherwise the next pair is checked. This procedure
is continued until all pairs of adjacent points have been
considered. The constrained functions are then evaluated, an
error vector generated, and control returned to the convergence
routines. In CHARAC, all the points are connected since the
parameter vector represents a solution. Using the relative
velocity vectors as input, ENCTR is called to compute the near
planet trajectory data; this data and the Lambert data are stored
in another vector, termed the "characteristic vector," which is
subsequently printed by subroutine PRTCHA.
5.3 Subroutine Description
This section briefly describes the function of each
subroutine (exclusive of those contained within PAP). Explanatory
discussion is included where appropriate. A cross reference
of the routines is to be found in Appendix C.
AUXPRO controlling routine for calling AUXl and
AUX2
AUXl combines grids and generates plot files
AUX2 generates abort trajectories
CHARAC controlling routine for computing Lambert
legs and encounter data.
CONSEG computes Lambert leg data and relative
velocity vectors.





sets all constants (including planet data)
used by the program.
evaluates present state of functions to
be constrained and generates an error
vector.
iteratively solves Kepler's Equation for
the eccentric anomaly.
computational routine for generating
planetary encounter data. Since the
various encounter types require different
outputs, the subroutine utilizes the
FORTRAN V entry point feature such that
for each encounter type ENCONT is called
several times, entering the program at
various points. The entries are defined
as follows:
ENTRY1 - stores the relative velocity
vectors in COMMON and computes
the sub-solar point coordinates
and the bend angle.
ENTRY2 - computes the spatial characteristics
of the flyby trace.
ENTRY3 - computes the arrival, departure,
and deboost velocity requirements.
ENTRY4 - computes minimum single impulse
hyperbolic transfers.
ENTRY5 - computes additional bend angle
information.
ENTRY6 - computes characteristics unique
to a plane change maneuver.
The reason for using this modular approach
is that the user, rather than having to
write a computational routine for any new
type encounter, e.g., an optimum two impulse
transfer around a planet, can set up a
sequence of calls to ENCONT using the various
entry points and a good deal of the computa-
tional outputs will already have been provided.
He need only supply the code for generating
the double impulse. The COMMON section
associated with the encounter data, PENCTR,











has several presently unused variables which
have been included in anticipation of future
expansion.
controlling routine for calling ENCONT.
computes the location of a transfer from
one asymptote to a second such that the
resulting hyperbolii have equal periapse
radii.
computes the components, in the Ecliptic
system, of the radius vector from the sun
to a planet's center, given the Julian Date.
converts a relative position vector from a
planetocentric system to the Ecliptic system.
iterative routine which solves Lambert's
problem.
in much the same way as ENCONT is structured,
subroutine LODCHA is set up to provide a
modular capability that permits the user to
place those encounter outputs he requires
into the 'characteristic vector.' The entries
into this routine load those elements of
COMMON PENCTR which the user wishes to output,
into the vector CHA in the order he prescribes.
If a new encounter type is desired the user
will provide the code for an additional entry
point and must of course modify the output
routine (PRTCHA) to print the newly created
characteristic vector. The 'unassigned
option' within ENCTR and LODCHA permit
inclusion of new code with a minimdm of con-
cern regarding the logical structure of the
routines.
computes the mean anomaly given the Julian
Date.
computes elements of transformation matrices.
computes the location of the minimum tv
single impulsive transfer between asymptotic
velocity vectors.
given heliocentric position and velocity
vectors, computes orbital parameters.
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PAP main program.





computes heliocentric radius components
along peri]lelion and semi-latus rectum
directions.
SETUP transforms the parameter vector to a
series of heliocentric position vectors
SLOPE computes the flight path angle.
TRUANM converts eccentric anomaly to true anomaly.
VASTOT computes the virtual asymptote for arrivals
and departures, given the desired periapse
declination.
VELMAG computes velocity components in the orbit
plane.
6. Auxiliary Routines
At present there are three functions which may be
performed by auxiliary routine AUXPRO. The first of these
connects segments which have a common grid parameter. The
second function involves generation of plot files and the
third computes abort trajectories. Regarding the first two
functions, consider the situation with two independent segments
which were generated such that the arrival time at the final
point of the earlier segment and the departure _ime from the
initial point of the second segment were both grid parameters
(sample case 2). It is then possible to connect these two
segments by means of an impulslve flyby if the two aforementioned
times correspond. If the two grids were separated in time by a
fixed amount, then a deboost stopover could be used in combining
them. AUXPRO performs this function by reading the 'characteristic
files' generated by either two or three successive passes tl_o_gh
COMCHA. In operating on the data files, AUXPRO will also generate
a plot file if so requested, although, since the plot infoi-mation
can be a function of only two variables, the user must fix the
value of one or two (depending on whether 2 or 3 grids are oeing
connected) of the three or four independent grld variables
associated with the entire trip. The input specifications to
AUXPRO are listed in Appendix A. If, when connecting the segments,
ISAA is set equal to one, a save file will be generated which
contains all the characteristics of the trip for each point in the
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combined grids. This file may then be processed to produce
a plot file wherein any two of the grid parameters on the
original files may be considered the total grid parameters and
the values of the remaining parameters set at fixed values the
user chooses.
The third function, abort trajectory generation
requires an initial pass through INISOL and COMCHA to compute
the characteristics of the trajectory from which aborts are
to be made. Having generated this reference "orbit" the
input specifications defined in NAMELIST $ABORT then enable
the calculation of abort trajectories.
7. OUTPUT ROUTINES
The output resulting from the convergence routines
is defined in Reference 2. The output which describes the
solution characteristics takes either of two forms. The
first is a condensed printout which, it is hoped, will give
the user sufficient information to assess the feasibility
of a given solution grid without requiring an undue amount
of printed output. The more complete output lists all the
Lambert leg data and the encounter characteristics defined
in Appendix B. The encounter data are printed sequentially
whether the output represents only a single segment or is
the result of combining segments via AUXPRO.
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This outline defines the various NAMELISTs and the
input variables which must be specified by the user in order
to run INTAP.
Input Lists
Data are entered through five separate FORTRAN
NAMELISTs which perform functions as follows:
$RUNDAT reads logical inputs unique to a
particular approach to the machine.






reads additional planetary or asteroid
data if desired. Data for all nine
planets are included within the program.
reads inputs relevant to the combining
of grids.
reads inputs defining the plotting
operations.







Control sequence indicator. KON(J)=I
(i<I<5) causes subroutine I to be called
Jth in the sequence. The subroutines are
defined in Section 3. KON(J)=6 returns
control to the beginning of the program.
KON(J)>7 causes normal termination of the
execution.
IUNIT INT/ Initial data unit. Defines the logical
unit from which SAVDAT and the appropriate
previously generated data are read if the
program is to be started at a point other
than INISOL, i.e., if KON(1)>I.


















Data change indicator. If ICHSA=I
and KON(1)>I, namelist SAVDAT is read
from logical unit 5 after it is read
from logical unit IUNIT. If ICHSA_I
and KON(1)>I, SAVDAT is read from
IUNIT only. When KON(1)=I, ICHSA has
no effect.
Number of frames to be plotted.
Causes namelist PLTDAT to be read
NFR times.
Plot data file flags. Plot data is
to be read from the logical unit
indicated by the last two symbols
of the variable name when that variable
is set to i. If only one logical unit
is being used, these variables may
be ignored.
Data set save flags. These flags,
when set to i, cause the data set
of the subroutine whose first initial
is the same as the last letter of the
variable name to be saved.
INISOL print flag. The solutions found
are always printed. If IPRI=I, the
search progress is also printed.
FILGRD print flag. A display of the
grid points for which solutions were
found and the percentage of points
converging is always printed.
If IPRF=I, solution mapping progress
is printed also.
COMCHA print flag.
=0, no results printed.
=K, (Kil) subrouting PRTCHA
is called at the corner points
of the grid and at points of the grid
defined by the intersections of the
Kth, 2Kth, 3Kth,...,grid lines.
IPRA INT/ Not used.














_i, frame summary table, drum
storage information, and function
arrays printed.
_2, function value and availability
arrays printed.
>3, point selection map printed by
interpolation subroutine.
Controls type of COMCHA and AUXPRO
output. If IPRINT=0, condensed print
is generated. If IPRINT>0, an expanded
printout is produced.
If NAUX=I, AUXPRO will be used for
combining segments or file manipulation.
If NAUX=2 abort trajectories are to
be generated.
If IREAD=I, program expects $PLANDT
namelist to immediately follow the
$SAVDAT list. $PLANDT permits modi-
fication of or addition to existing
planetary data. Trips to the
asteroids or a fictitious planet
may be generated by reading the
appropriate data which is defined
in $PLANDT. The existing data for
the nine planets are taken from
Reference 3.
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$SAVDAT (Items marked '*' are input)
Name Type/Size
*ARATS(I) REAL/30 Ratio of semi-major axis of parking
orbit to planet radius at Ith encounter.
Only applicable to encounter types
1,6,8. (See IENC below).
*DELSTP (I) REAL/30 Stopover duration at Ith time-point
within segment. Applicable to
encounter type 6 only. When connect-
ing segments in AUXPRO, this time is
inferred from data on files and need
not be specified.
*EPS (I) REAL/8 Maximum acceptable difference between
Ith constrained function and its
target value.
*ICCH (I) INT/5 If the Ith set of characteristics is
to be computed from the grid mapped
from the Jth solution set ICCH(I)=J;
note that the Jth solution must have
been mapped.
*ICM INT/ Convergence method selector (see
Reference 2 for descriptions of
methods).
*ICS (I) INT/8 ICS(I)=jkm, a three digit constraint
identifier with following inter-
pretation for Ith constraint:
j=0; constraint is at an encounter
j=l; constraint is on Lambert leg;
k; time-point number (j=0) or
Lambert leg number (j=l) with
which constraint is associated;
m; type of constraint where
m=l + AV constraint
m=2 + semi-major axis constraint
m=3 + eccentricity constraint
*IENC (I) INT/30 IENC(I)=j, defines the Ith encounter
as type j where;
j=l + departure
j=2 + ballistic flyby
j=3 + impulsive flyby
j=6 + deboost stopover















* PERDEC (I ) REAL/3 0




If IPl=ij, the first grid parameter
is from time-point i and is type j
where;
j=2 + Julian date
j=3 + radius
j=4 ÷ longitude or right
ascension
j=5 + latitude or declination
Same as above for second grid parameter.
If ISGR(I)=j, use Jth solution to map
Ith grid.
Search method selector. See Reference
2 for descriptions of methods.
Number of grids for which characteristics
are to be developed.
Number of equality constraints to be
satisfied.
Number of initial solutions to be
mapped.
Desired periapse declination (deg)
at Ith time-point. Specified only
for departures and arrivals. If
desired value is not realizable,
program will select its own value.
Passage radius or altitude at Ith
encounter. If PSGCON(I)<I0, value
is interpreted as PASSAGE RADIUS/
PLANET RADIUS; otherwise it is assumed
to be altitude in N.M; disregarded
if specified for ballistic flyby or
plane change encounter types.
The fixed value of the first grid
parameter while the parameter space
is being searched for initial solutions.






Same as above for second grid parameter.
Target value for Ith constraint.
Time-point definitions. See Appendix
A1 for the variable definitions within
TPD.
The following $SAVDAT variables are computed inter-
nally and constitute additional information which is written










AMU (I ) REAL/20
RHO(I) REAL/20
SMA(I) REAL/20
ECC (I ) REAL/20
TPHPAS (I ) REAL/20
F INC (I ) REAL/20
Number of Lambert legs.
Length of a total characteristic record
Length of an encounter record.
Length of a Lambert leg record.
Total number of characteristics.
Total number of time-points in
segment.
Number of parameters.
Gravitational constant of Ith planet
(ft**3/sec**2). I is ordered
with increasing distance from sun,
e.g., l=Mercury, 2=Venus, etc.
Radius of Ith planet (N.M.)
Semi-major axis of Ith planet's
orbit (A.U.)
Eccentricity of Ith planet's orbit.
Time of perihelion passage (JD-2400000).
Inclination (deg) of Ith planet's
orbit to the Ecliptic.
BELLCOMM. INC. - A7 -
Name




VEFRPH (I ) REAL/20













Celestial longitude (deg) of Ith
planet's ascending node through
Ecliptic.
Angle (deg) from Ith planet's
ascending node to its perihelion.
True anomaly (deg) of Ith planet's
Vernal Equinox.
Inclination (deg) of Ith planet's
equator to its orbit plane.
If IGVI=jk, one parameter of com-
bined grid is from segment j and
is departure time (k=l) or arrival
time (k=2).
Same as above for second grid para-
meter.
If KONECT=ijklmn, connect grid
developed from solution i (segment
j) to grid developed from solution
k (segment i) to grid developed
from solution m (segment n). If
only two segments are to be connected,
set KONECT=ijkl with same inter-
pretations.
Logical input unit for first segment
data.
Logical input unit for second segment
data.
Logical input unit for third segment
data.
Values of fixed times to be used in
generating multisegment plots. IS_X
is either 1 or 2 according as there
are 2 or 3 grids. If there are 3
grids, TFIXED(1)<TFIXED(2). If a
stopover is included between grids
and is not a grid parameter for the
combined grid, the arrival time (as
opposed to departure) at the stopover
is to be specified as TFIXED(I).



















=0, off-line plots only.
=i, printer plots only.
=2, both types.
48 character frame title.
48 character abscissa label.
48 character ordinate label.
Not used at present.
Minimum value of the frame abscissa.
Maximum value of the frame abscissa.
Minimum value of the frame ordinate.
Maximum value of the frame abscissa.
Number of functions on this frame
(<i0).
Logical unit indicators.
IUN(J)=I means that the Jth function
of this frame is to be read from
logical unit I.
Solution numbers. ISO(J)=I means
that the Jth function of this frame
is from the Ith solution.
Variable numbers. IVA(J)=I means
that the Jth function of this frame is
the Ith dependent variable of the
solution. (See Appendix A2).
Interpolation increments for the first
independent variable.
The remaining variables in this table require a value corresponding
to each function to be plotted on the present frame.

































Interpolation increments for the
second independent variable.
Contour plane indicators.
=0, constant function contours.
=i, first variable constant contours.
=2, second variable constant contours.
Abscissa-ordinate selectors.
=0, P(1)/P(2),P(2)/F, or
P(1)/F is the abscissa/ordinate.
=i, the reverse is true.
Minimum contour values (used when ICD=0).
Maximum contour values (used when ICD=0).
Step size between contours (used when
ICD=0).
Indices of the initial contours (used
when ICD=I or 2).
Indices of the final contours (used
when ICD=I or 2).
Increments of indices (used when
ICD=I or 2).
Time, with respect to launch, at which
aborts are to begin (J.D.).
Time, with respect to launch, at which
aborts are to end (J.D.).
Increment in time of abort.
Increment in earth arrival time.
Number of earth arrivals corresponding
to earliest abort time.
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Each '.' corresponds to an
Earth arrival. The number of
arrivals is increased by one




DEFINITIONS OF INPUT VARIABLES TPD(13,10)
A segment may contain up to ten time-points and




where a is ath planet from Sun,
e.g., a=l. Mercury, a=2. for
Venus, etc.
TPD(2,I) minimum Julian Date (JD-2400000.)
associated with time-point I.
TPD (3,I) maximum Julian Date (JD-2400000.)
associated with time-point I.
TPD (4,I) increment in Julian Date associated
with time-point I. If TPD(4,I)=0
(in which case TPD(2,I)=TPD(3,I)),
the time associated with time-point
I is considered fixed. If TPD(4,I)_
O and this time has been designated
as a grid parameter via IPI or IP2
then TPD(4,I) defines one increment
in the solution grid. If TPD(4,I)_
0 and this time has not been designated
a grid parameter then TPD(4,I) defines
the search increment.
TPD (5,I) minimum radius (A.U.) associated with
time-point I. If I is a planet, this
value is read in as the number of
planet radii and refers to an incremental
radius which is added to the heliocentric
vector to the planet center.
TPD (6,I) maximum radius (A.U.) associated with
time-point I. If I is a planet remark
concerning TPD(5,I) is pertinent.
TPD (7,I) increment in radius. Interpretation
is same as given for TPD(4,I).
TPD (8, I) minimum celestial longitude (deg)
associated with time-point I. If I
is a planet TPD(8,I) may be specified
as right ascension in the local planeto-
centric coordinate system.






maximum celestial longitude (deg)
associated with time-point I. If
I is a planet, remark concerning
TPD(8,I) is pertinent.
increment in celestial longitude
(deg). Interpretation is same as
given for TPD(4,I).
minimum celestial latitude (deg)
associated with time-point I. If
I is a planet TPD(II,I) may be specified
as declination in local planetocentric
coordinate system.
maximum celestial latitude (deg)
associated with time-point I. If
I is a planet, remark concerning
TPD(II,I) is pertinent.
increment in celestial latitude (deg).




VARIABLE ASSIGNMENTS WITHIN DATA RECORDS
If any of the characteristics are to be plotted,
the variable IVA(J) must be set in the $PLTDAT namelist. The
means of so doing is best illustrated by an example. Assume the





If the passage radius at the second time-point were to be
plotted, IVA(J)=220 where the first '2' indicates the second
time-point and the 20 indicates the twentieth variable in
the encounter record for a ballistic flyby. Appendix B lists
the locations within the data records of the various trajectory
characteristics. As another case, for plotting the departure
velocity from the third point, set IVA(J)=307. If plots are
to be generated from multisegment trajectories, the value of IVA
should be preceded by a l(one). For example, if three segments
were connected which had the following configuration:
1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 i0 ii 12 13 14
and departure velocity from point ii (assume an impulsive flyby
encounter), were to be plotted, set IVA(J)=III07. If the
same variable were to be plotted for point 6, set IVA(J)=I0607.
If non-grid parameters are to be plotted, the parameter number
should be preceded by a minus sign. For example, in the following
configuration point 3 might be a time-point whose heliocentric
radius is the parameter to be plotted:
4
BELLCOMM, INC. - A2 2 -
the times associated with points 1 and 4 might be grid parameters
and a ballistic flyby is to be found at point 2, so that for
each grid point the record would appear:
ICONV P1 P2 P3 P4 Cl C2 C3
if radius at point 3 had been defined as the fourth parameter
set IVA (J)=-4.
The value of IVA read in via the data deck is
decomposed by PAP and then reconstructed to determine the
location, within the characteristic record, of the particular
variable to be plotted. This is done as follows: PAP,
based upon the variable IENC associated with each time-point,
assigns to that point a variable 'LENGTH' which specifies
the number of words written for the particular encounter type
plus the number written for the Lambert leg elements defining the
conic connecting the present point with the next point in the
















































arrival time at encounter
magnitude of v inbound
right ascension of v inbound
declination of v inbound
departure time from encounter
magnitude of v outbound
right ascension of v outbound
declination of v outbound
bend angle
right ascension of subsolar point
declination of subsolar point
excess or deficiency in natural bend angle
natural bend of inbound hyperbola
natural bend of outbound hyperbola
inclination of flyby trace to planetary
equator
longitude of ascending node of flyby
trace measured with respect to planet's
vernal equinox.










































angle between ascending node and inbound
asymptote
angle between ascending node and outbound
asymptote
angle between ascending node and periapse




ratio of semi major axis of deboost
ellipse to radius of circular parking
orbit
semi major axis of deboost ellipse
velocity at apoapse of deboost ellipse
circular velocity at periapse of deboost
ellipse
elliptic velocity at periapse of deboost
ellipse
velocity at periapse of inbound
hyperbola
velocity at periapse of outbound
hyperbola
velocity impulse required for circular
deboost
velocity impulse required for circular
boost
total Av required for circular stopover
same as three previous definitions
applied to elliptic stopover.
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The following i0 variables pertain to the Lambert







42 ELPSD ( 5,I)
43 ELPSD ( 6,I)


















outbound flight path angle
true anomaly of departure
inclination of transfer with respect
to departure planet's orbit
inbound heliocentric velocity mag.
n-inbound flight path angle
true anomaly of arrival
inclination of transfer with respect
to arrival planet's orbit
Same definitions as previously
given

































Same as previously defined

















































Same as previously defined
altitude of optimum transfer
radius of optimum transfer
minimum _v to execute transfer
flight path angle of transfer
velocity
true anomaly of transfer on inbound
hyperbola
true anomaly of transfer on outbound
hyperbola
velocity on inbound hyperbola at
transfer point.
velocity on outbound hyperbola at
transfer point
Same as previously defined
angle between ascending node and
transfer point
right ascension of transfer point
declination of transfer point
Lambert Data
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bend angle between heliocentric vectors
not defined
not defined
angle between extended radius vector
and projection of Av into arrival plane
angle between AT and projection of
same into plane of arrival orbit.













































BSTST is a set of routines which perform vector and matrix
operations. Written by J. E. Holcomb.
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AAUI A_D AkL :_ul 'JAV_:] _.: T_IE SAVE FILES
NAJ_EL1 _._iI;_',J_;J_T/KOI_4,_._LCM, ISAI, ISAFm. I_AC, ISAA m-IPRI,
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FLAG,:I S_VF. Ir._ISOL OIITPUT
FLAG,=I SAVE FILGRD O_'TPUT
FLAG,:I SAVE CO_CHA Ot_TPUT
FLAG,:1 S_VE hUXPI_O OIITPUT
PRINT LEVEL CO_ITROL FOR INISOL
PRIMI._LEVEL COF'ITROL FOR FILGRD
PRINT LEVEL COMTROL FOR COMCHA
PRI_IT LEVEL CONTROL FOR AUXPRO
PRINT I.EVEL CO_JTROL FOR PLTCON
TYPE OUTPIIT FROM CHARAC :0 CONDEHSED, =1 FULL
l,qTl FILE FROM WHICH SAVDAT IS RE_D
=I_IF._PLAr_/_D/LTA FILE IS T.O BE READ .....
NFI£_ I;.IT/
NF I ] 5 .I!.!TI
........ :_EI.L_ I_TJ ...
r,iFI I"7 INTI
NFII_ I;JT/
NtJMnER OF FRAMES TO BE PLOTTED
FLAG,=I AFTER READIHG SAVDAT FHOM
IUNIT,REA_(5, SAVDAT)
FLAG,--1 READ PAST SAVDAT ON UNIT IW
FLAG,-1 READ PAST SAVDAT ON UNIT 15
._FLA.G__=I..READ PAST SAVDAT OI'_ LE:IIT 16
FLAG,-1 REA_) PAST SAVOAT ON UNIT 17
FLAG_-I READ P_ST SAVDAT OH UNIT _
PR_C




























NP IMT/ NUMBER OF INDEPEr,IDENT PARAMETERS











P[A/_P* LOWER BOUNDS FOR PARAMETERS
RFA/JI'_ UPPER BOUNDS FOR PARAMETERS ....
PEA/ INITIAL VALUE OF GRID PARAMETER !
PEA/ INITIAL VALUE OF GRID PARAMETER 2
REA/_P* STEP SIZE FOR PARAMETERS
ICJ_J...............NUMffER OF .E_UALr,I-IY-CONSTR_!NTS
I_T/ =NCS+t IF OPTIRITIHG,=NCS OTHERWISE
INT/=4C_ TOLERANCE-ON CONSTRAINTS
I'IT/ NUMBER OF SOLIJTIqNS Th BE DEVELOPED
INT/A@= ISGR(1):J,JTH SOLUTION-USED TO








•N_--@ IN-T-/- N4J_R--_C, RIOg-.-POR----W._ICH -
CHARACTERISTICS ARE TO BE COMPUTED
. -ICCH - --IHT/_4H* .....ICCH(I_-=J,USE THE .-GRID DEVELOPF..D F_O_ '
THE JTH SOLUTION TO COMPUTE THE ITH
............. CHARAC-TERIS_IC SET .........................
IFS INT/5 INDICATES.WHICH FUNCTIONS TO USE
.AS CONSTRAINTS ...............






































SPECIFICATION AND DESCRIPTION OF LABELLED COMMON USER
.=,NAME DF-_I-I_LI.-IION( o*o _Jd_[DJ_.A/-ES-AN-_I/_UT_ lIE.M) _
*TPDrZ_MPI TIME POINT DELZMZTE_
TPA(I_MP) TIME POINT ARRAY
PLCVECII_MP) COMPONENTS OF VECTOR TO PLANETOS CENTER













































RELVEC(I,MP} CO_qPON_NTS OF TIME POIN RELATIVE TO PLANET CENTEk
PSTION(I,:,IP) TOTAL FIELIOCENTRIC TI_4E POINT VECTO_
TOTAL NU,_IREsv OF TIME POINTS
wUA!_ER OF LEGS
WU:._F_E,IOK PARAMETF.RS .....................
TYPE IF FrICotlNTER AT ITH TIt.IE POI_IT
T',V;):.)l_,ITIJI]MP,ER RROKEN INTO IAI-IP,IAF_V
A:_SCI,SA VA_IAbLE IS _'RO'_ TI'.4E POINT I
A:_%CI!_A VARIAF_LE IS TPA(J,I)
TWO r)I_IT NI _,F_ER BROKEN I:JTO IORP,IORV
ORDII_TC VA_IABLE..IS_FRO.M_ T/..ME POINT__E_
ORqI_I_,TL VAnIAF!LE IS TPA(L,K)
-D FO_ SLPIMARY PRINT, •GT•O FOR EXPANDED PRINT
IF r!(;OPTIMITATION IS TO OCC_IR
"ItT..] I_IL_IT NUMBER BROKEN Ir,iTO IOEN,IOTY
FLJ_JCTIUII TO BE OPTIMIZED IS FROM TINGE POINT ,Wl,
FUNCTIur._ TO BE OPTII_I.ZED IS TYPE ,N,......
I_IJ.IpEP,O_ EnUALITY CONSTRAINTS
II_REE OIGIT NU_,_.BERBROKEN INTO ICPRFX(I),
ICEr,J(I), ICTy( I )
ICPRFX(1)-J iT,_ CO,_STRAIMT IS_AT AN E_ICOUNTER _
ICPKFX(1)-I ITIi CONST._AINT IS ON A .LA,_IBERT LEG
ICE.'ILI.)_;L.... IIH E!_UAI_IT_. C.C_SIB,AINT. IS._EITIIER. AT _T_.IME.__POINT
,K, O_ OM LFG CONNECTING POINTS ,K' AND 'K+I,
ICTY(Ii-L ITH C)_STRAINT IS TYPE 'L' WHERE; ....
L--1 qEFE.P.S TO DELTAV
L-5 P.FFERS TO SEMI-MAJOR AXIS
L-6 PEFFRS TO ECCENTRICITY
ITP (i }:_ IILl PA,RA.'_.ETE_i S_.F_LR.QMII _E-PO INT 'K.'_.........
ITY(1)--J ITH P_ArAETF_ IS TYPE 'J' WHERE;
J--2 REFERS TO TIME
J:3 REFERS TO RADIUS
J:4 REFERS TO RIGHT ASCENSION
J-'5 REFERS TO DECLINATION
























POINTS 'd' AND 'd+l'
VALUE OF ITH ENCOUNTER VARIABLE FROM_TIME POINT J
REQUIRED PASSAGE ALTITUDE OR RADIUS AT POINT 'I'
REQUI}_ED PERIAPSE DECLINATION AT-TIME POINT 'I'
RATIO OF SEmi-MAJOR A'XIS OF ELLIPTIC PARKING
--Q_BLT--IO--CI-_ClJLAR.P-ARIKIWG. ORBII_JijL_II_POIJiLT,I, ....
hU_4BER OF CHARACTERISTICS CO_PUTED PER POINT.
I,.,U_BEROF ENCOUr_TER CHARACTERISTICS PER POINT
NU_4BER OF LAMBERT CHARACTERISTICS PER SEGMENT
STOPOVER DURATION AI ITH PLANET


































C,A_;TI.,Oj,_T2, T',_EI T],TFIF-2T1,T_IKtT2, TIi[-2r2, VT II.:TI,VTOUT1,
vTI_IT2, :1-0_II_,I'AL £, p_AD, AP.ATI'._,A_!'hl,VAt'(.),VELC PVELPE p
VE L..P_I],_CLPH2,LJELVC! ,DELVCP-p 51JHVC, OELVC$ w.q.ELVEZ,SUPNEJ
F)INC
PPGC












TI',-_FOF ARRIVAL AT Er_CO_,gHTER
',l',;F,,rT_Ji_k ." OF HYPERPOLI'C EXCESS VF.LOCITY
(',i_ I_l_,OUtlD I_FG
i_ir, l_] ASC_.I'.._ION OF 14YPIE[",_IOLIC r'LXCFSS VELOCITY
ON- I NqOIJND-LEG-- ....................................
DECLI_IATION OF HYPERBOLIC EXCESS VELOCITY VECTOR
- ON II4;_OUN[__EG --
TI4E OF DEPARTURE FRO_4 ENCOUNTER
" A '_- _,! _ _ _.,,_." .. "_S _OVE OUTBOLIND LEG
£A.4E _S A_OVE OUTBOUND LEG
_VtDECOUT ......... 5A_F- AS. &'qO_/E .O3J_TBOJJND_LE_G . _
BA AhGLE BETWEEN INBOUND ANn OIlTROUND ASYMPTOTES
RASCSP RIGHT ASCENSION OF SUB-SOLAR POINT .............
DECLSP DECLINATION OF SUB-SOLAR POINT
PLIr,C ItICLI,IATION OF PASSAGE O_RIT TO PLAF;ET'S EQUATOR
t-'LI;_CI Ir_CLI JATIqN OF FIRST SEGMENT OF TRANSFER ORBIT
........ 1 0. PL.'_I _ET.' S. EQUATOR. ........................................................................
PLI!;C2 IriCLIrlATION OF SECOND SEGMENT OF TRANSFER ORBIT
TO PLANET'S EQUAIOR .....
LO_4GITUDE OF ASCENCING NODE THROUGH PLANET EQATR,
ANGLE FROM t,SCENDING NODE TO INBOUND ASYMPTOTE
ANGLF. FROU ASCENDIr_G NODE TO OUTE_OUND ASY_4PTOTE
ANGLE FHOH ASCENDING. _ODE TO FIRST TRANSFEEL ...................
A';nLL_ FRO_ #SCENDING NODE TO SECOND TRANSFER
AHGLE FROM ASCENDING NODE TO PERIAPSE ....................
LONGITUDE OF FIRST TRANSFER POINT
LOHGITUDE OF SECOND TRAtlSFER POINT
LOHGITUDE OF PERIAPSE
L,LTITUOE. OF .FIRST _TI_ANSFER POINT ................
L_TIrUUE OF SECOND TRANSFFR POI!_T
LAT-I YUOE.-OE _P__&,J,AP-S£ .............................................................
EXCESS IN NATURAL BEND ANGLE
IJATIIP.AL [3END ON .INBOUND HYPERBOLA .................


























ALTITIIDE OF FIRST TRANSFER
RADIUS OF FIRST TRANSFER .....




IMPULSE REQUIRED FOR FIRST TRANSFER
IMPULSE REQUIRED--_EOR. SECOND.TRANSFER






















































T, zl2 l 1





















A.,:,t.! :_L-T_!EFN tlORIZOrITAL ArID !)FLTA.4 VECTOR AT
' ,:COrl_ IRAI',I£FER
],UJt- :',I,40!,!ALY Ot_ INBD. tiYPEiif:nL't OF FIRST TRANS.
t q ',,it., ;Al.y (')i_ OTR!'I. l,'l"P_f:_,')L"_ OF FIPST TRANS.
I.,_:!I. ,4;,IO:4AI..Y 0[I IHI-_Z)., HYPFI.q:iOLA OF SECOND_]'kANS ..........
I ::If' '_,40'_/',LY c)_h ()T["T;_, 'tY::::Et:':_OLA OF" 5ECO,4D TRANS
,,,:i_nclrY oi',jIf.l!_.,).{-i Yf:'El.:flOLA Af FIP'ST TRANSFER
VLLOCITY ON CTL:,rl,,}{YPFRR,OLA AT F[PC_T TRA,",ISFER
,/_-LOCIFY OIJ Ir,h,n. I*YPFi(f_')LA .',TL4 C()I_D TRANSFER
' _ _:__ I ' _ i " r T if" r_ r ` } (" T , I l ) . }!y!-r-,,.",I, '_[ ',_.-C:H:U TPAr4SFER
t'_'.:_._, ,.. R&f"ItIS (MIPIIi'TIP'-_)
h,_rIO OF ELLIPTICAL PARKI:IG ORRIT SEMI-MAJOR AXIS
[,a CIk'CULAR PARKING ORRIT
.'-.:,E:.,:I-'_AJ..')RAXIS OF ELLIPTIC#t. HARK IhG ORBIT
'V!:LOC[rY _T APOAPSE or'IPARKIrIG oPF_[T
CIRCL,ILAr.cVELOCIT¥__A.T FvIII',II'4UMRADIUS, ..........
V,:L.OCT.F_ AT PEPlAPSE C)H ELLIPTIC PARKING ORP.IT
vELOCITY AT I>ERIAPSE Oli ITII3L).HYPERL_OLA
VELOC]:TY AT PERIAPSE r)'dOILY), !IYI:'FR!>OLA
VELOCITY P,EFJUIRED TO 9EROOST _RO_.';INBD, TO CIRC.
ViLOCITY RE()LIIRED TO qOOqT F'-_O4 CIRC. TO OTBND.
TOTAL ULLTAV_.A:IF_LLIBE[:)EO_I C I'_':ULAR PAf_KI_O_QRBI_T .....
VI.-.LOCITY REOEiIRED TO OEI_C)O'::,TF-RO_I IriBo. TO ELLIP.
VELOCITY REObIRED TO _OOST FPO',4 ELLIP, TO OUTBD.
TOT,AL DF. LTAV I_E')L)[TqF:!) FO; ,_VI.LII-). PAI_,KING ORBIT
I,ICLI ;.,\TIn_!['ETWEF_" I_'i:_O'J.l{>r_'l:.)CHITL_OUND PLANES
_:")_' ,'l_.alF--C' ' ' - 'tA,'I,.:_[:, r:i f!-:l IVi R
,.,T_iIS CO_:f"O _ tS [r,,r'{-dDE r_ IN SI.II';PO_JTIrlF_ EriCO_IT_Li)DCHA,
OPFRA[I, SUUSOL, VhST_)T
PFOC
CO f'I : _ : '3 r l / : "'` ['I _[ 1[ : l /"&;'it) ( 2[] ) ' ltttO ( 20 ) * 5r't.'t. ( 2(--i) _LCC ( 20 ) _.T--[?ttPAS--(201___.
FI r'.:C(20) ,':l.:[:. _,,\(21.) ) , PF [,_:Ii ! (20 ) * VI_'FRPH (2_,)) _FOATOR (20)
PI; OC
'-,I'i:.CIF-IC,'ITIOt,i .'\iiJ ;t.>,;i',!lJTlc:,r4OF L.A._I.I_LLF) CC)-I'I{,_;I_q_A_'4ET









.................... PL,_I'!E_r.iS _PER IHE.LION (L)ECI ................
VF.FRP!t(I) AFI,,Li FI-,.O",I PLANET'S t'_FRlltJ[.l")f '.1 TO PLANET'S
',,: .:.,.,,L [-c)iili.iOX (DEC)




SE'!I-'4AJOR AXIS OF PLA_'IET,S ORiT|T (AU)
. ECCF..:.;,I.IRICIT¥OE P.LANE.I'_S .ORBIT ........
II=4E OF PERII-iELIOi'.JPASSAGE (JULIAN DALE-24-00000.)
INCLItlATIOI'I OF PLANKF_S nFh]II" TO ECLIPTIC (DEG)
A."IGLF FROM ,FIRST POI'IT OF ARIKS, TO PLANET,S
ASCEqDIt4G NoDE TttROUGit ECLIPTIC (DEG) ......








...THIS CO&:MON IS INCLUDED II_ SUBROUTINES CONSEG,CONST,ENCONT,
E(_RTR, F IXPLC, F IXREL, OPTRAN, REA_F)UIpSUI_SOL, VASTOT
PPOC
COMMO. I/COH!-AC/f_I ,+IAF:PIpTWOPI, r_i'_51rl,RTO, DTP
CON,MOi.I/AUXPLT/I PAl IX
,r)Ib'_E_qgI_NKM(5)



































DO 11 IJ_I,MR ...................
DO !I IK:1,13






.............. IF [_(--13, _IPJ.-,I-E_'_:-L30-L,-I_LMC3-,-RE, GCOL_.(-U_1-_PE RDEC..{.MPJ_ .............




CONVERT INPUTS FROM DEGREES TO RADIANS
DO 31 IJ:I,MP
........ PER.DEC ( Z; _ =p.__TI_
DO 31 IK:8,13

















,)IIE,,..l,_r r:l,T1is_._,ut f!AL-P()I,"_T5 At'JD iliJ.,:(,_:f*Of" LLG'_.
If.(IP')(, ,I,J) .i_l. (tO.))
¢(J,,l ;',;.
' i (d, i"_-- ! ,-I- 1
L_L,S:+!,' !.l_)-I
k'.:, 1 ;,+.!,._+I A,!.,J_<,;_,II,+?
It (t',qL,+,.L'u.2J J.At_ORI+-I
•+L iE._ t+++- rOT'_L !,,t!il+t-+(_F CI-,A!,'ACTERIt, I'ICS l-(+)tlII+I% SCuNiEHT
it-t)
++t. ,'_+)j_l,'!Pc_ l]'_)
IF r,TYI)'"_i_:+C.( I )
+I-IP)(.I, I)-l-.+lJ




IF{IE;IIyfL.IjE.O).G9 TO 3'-I- +
Lr, Ll,_Ci-:_ ( I ) :_q
(_C lO ,-,:,
IF.((IL +iYl_ -"_., .[+.. I) .OR. (IEHTYP.Eq.B) •OR. (IENTYP.EQ.6) )
LNENCP (I) =3-'
IF((£L- ,IY!".E,.+.u,).OR.(IE+HTYP.FQ.5)) L,'IEhuCR(I)--U
IF (IE+II"yH.F'Q.2) LI'IE._CR (+I)-23
IF (IEf !T'_P•FQ., 5 ) L,_Et,_CR (I )-3{+
IF(I+--_JT'+;>.i-lO.7) Lr.,IEPqCR(I)-t:5
:,jC"hC+L!++-C+CR (I) +LPIL+_RT (I)



































fT'i' (' TL"+ "i )" ] I'./ I+I
,iF "r,_r )_- i.
:,q LJS*,t-" _iJ
ooo_t.l u-)_[.14 A._L L.,'_F.R r.4)IllJ_,Col_4.q I,PC;_Fr,¢_.'JT;_F()I_ I'.JOI_-GR-ID VAJRS.






rl(.)VAi_Y-, ._;Vct, _Y _ L
IF(I<.I,, . _.) ,_0 TO x_q










TPA (i, iQ) :TP;_ (i, IJ)
C(,t:lI:_'t_!
FIJA (3, [d) =TPF)(_5, Id)
THA(W, IJ)=TPD( 3,1J)




hi "f t.q:' LO, L_k A,.. tJPPr_:_ ;c.OLIlJ[;S AND INCREt_tE:JTS ON GRID PARAMETERS






























[f (r'TC.Li . (F]'-())) G£_ TO 43
CC,h_'\F( , ,'"\,'I'_'J r AI!Y COI!SF:_AI'JTSp
C;iLt..... I
{)":(JCDAf, STOP')
L:(ATTL,: .'.IT ,I., .''C.,'_F_I)OF F'L.3F VA_I/',nl.,-'.).
_ 4L4 J-':.:}p _F.,
,J.i_×--.q_ (I)
[I (IVA,,.(I*,J). ;i. )) i:O IC) q30
r,C lO L,:.
;_C q4 r,:l,_;
_', (r)-_. _;,(l, t)/_.q,t(K-I)-ln,(IV._(I,J)/IO**K)
i_( T3 ,i..
LI' (:T,_tzu
LI._ A,_:I v/,_ ( I _ J)/IOA-1
II'I_VA :_:iV&_? ( T ,J) -lOn, (L_IV,_P+ I )
Ih (UIVAi.,.LI_.U) L:O Tr., t_7 ......
']0 t,_,_ mzl,l..HVi\_<
I YAP ( I, ,.i ) :Lt,i:c;I'H+ [ RHxrAR+NPI.JSP-?






,, _,, }1[ ,It AII',(FR_)(IJAtJX)







C "IITLi _i,.vll_l, 'y _-'r,")',pai.'
C
C ,'c,Ti_t' ,.i .<.,. .",_,F:?
C
















Cc_;_F-,:;/C'.)NFAC/P I, HAFPI wTWOPI pGr_ISUN, RF[ pDTR
C or._:,'.:Jr.,/&IJXPLT/IPALIX




i<._L¢,(_ ) ,KN ('S) _P.!PA(3) ,NCA(3) ,rJAA(3) ,NORA (3), IPIA(3)
ii ;/;.(._,),LE,G'_A (.3) ,P(P'_P, 3) ,C (500, "i),NPiJTSA (.3) ,NRECS(3)
L:_;;Lt(!-.i'j) ,CSTOP(50,2) ,NCST(3) ,CTOT (MK), NSTOP(2,3),
i;,t_i"iT (3) ,PTOT (up) , ISTYPE(?) ,T_II_.I(3) ,TNIAX (3) ,




L I A _.- 0
1r_L..U_T-I ....
_- A[) (___,CO;I_CT )
_<[_I"_O LIAI . .
IF(LIA2oEQ.O) GO TO 1
_w Iron LIAr_ .....
IF(LIA3.GT.O) REWIND LIA3
I_-(IGVI.E_.O) IPLOT:O
IF(Ir_VI.EQ_.O) GO TO 4
Ic;v'11_-Ir,Vl/lO

















_, (l.i-,.il].Oi.'.l.EC_.IT2) GO TO
Ii-(I.F.).L) GO TO 2
i_ ((I+I)/?.'IF.(I/2)) GO TO LR






IF(!.TO>.'.'-.(}.O) GO TO _,.qo
O0 rc
'rr:,LF,I,)SL 'K);'ffCT' AcJ!..STnRE ItlTO ISLN AiuO ISEG
J i#×:q
JO 5 ,JzltJ*,AAX
k, ( J} :'-c.O;,!F_CT/] 0_* ( J-$ }-10_ {KOHECT/IO**J)




COU! 1] : J_I/_ X-2*J+ 2
ISLG (d ):KI_I(ICOUNT )
_ ISL!i (J) :KN ( ICoUff[÷I ) ........
IF([Ir-PI_IS.EQ.2) ICNV3=I




• ..FFA') ,,,,1_ F.,ESCRIF_I_.,G HOW SEGMENT WAS GENERATED AND STORE.
t{i:.,_l_(IFILE, SAVDAT)
,JO If; I 4P"Ie, Mp
IL;_(J.t(l IP,I):IEF'IC(IPP)
PSGA ( I:4P, I):PSGCO,q(IMP}
A!,'ATSA (I_'IP,I ):ARATS (11P )
PERb4 (I:,IP,I ):PERDEC (IMP)
L[ r_,_( I:,'_: ,I):LENGTH(IMP)
I_s,._,ACf_.IP,_ J-_FNCR-L,[I_-3 ..................
Li,J..h:)A ( I;',IP,I ):LIILBRT (INP)
(,;L'NT I r,,iijE ....
;_! A ( T ) :HPUSR
,_CA ( [ i:_ICUSR
!'dkNTSA (I )=flPO_!TS
.... -l,f(,_5t,(I ):I_gC,_ ...................................
IPIA(1):IPI
II2A( I):IP2

























_L A',_(I¢"ILl"} I£CLUT, NIA,NO, IJP,rJC
...1_ l-ll,.,]., ..:)I T:IE DESIRED S(3LUTIOtd READ TO NEXT I.D. RECORD.
IF(ISOL_.Jl.r-"_.TSI_h(I)) GO TO 13
d(I_PT.C,--'I,_,_:JO
,.;,(, 11. TI..-1,NGr,',PTS














_)ETEFcNINF_ _HICrl VARIAn, LE tA/AS ABSCISSA






AND ORDINATE AT TIME
Sk_T bP '_(,_LC3LOPt _INDICES, ._
.4DEPI=I'IAA (1)
IF(IAF;PHT(1).NE.1) NDEPI=NOi_A(1)
s_ARIV2=;_ORA (1) - _-
IF(IAF_P'IT(1).NE.i} NARIV2-_IAA(1)

























,_AI.: I V4-', Jui< ,_ ( 3 )
,:I i+l I:_.'_.(I )*¢.,ORA (I)
,4_-r_T,_-_&A ( _ ) *_ORA (2)
+.++'5+T'.:_; IA (_) ++,!ORA (5)
L_r_ TI:E i '_ o_BI'_T L.OGTC
, '-T( _)(I ,l)-n
_+'._TO+_( ,?. 1) :',IPr.:TSA (1)
,_bl,)l"(i ,+__):1_
.I.F (ii'.3Pl"Ib,_TC),_ _) GO TO




rOT.L-+,,tJ+.q:_.F+.R nF *PAR_._._ETER-OHE t AND tPA_AMET-_R TWO_




i.PA_2zrJ _EP ( I SUP.2 ) _.
Np+Tz_,r_E+_1* P,AR T V2,tlAR I V."J
IF(:._GI_I:)S.F3.3) NRT:NRI*NARIV4
COr,II_UTE TOTAL I_Lh,.i[:'ERoF PARAMETERS AND CtlARACTERISTICS, SET
HEC(._,I.-[_LEi GT_S AND REnEFIHE EHCOUHTERS TO M/_KE TRIP CONTINUOUS
bu 3! IKzl,NGRIDS
I1 APE:13+IK
l<_/_C (ITAPE ) ICNV,P(I, IK) ,P(2, IK)
bACKSPACE ITAPE
I>LAX( IK):A_.+AXI (P( 1, IK) ,P(2, IK) )
I_l,_( IK)--At,'ilHI (P (I, IK) ,P.(2,1K} } _.




IF (A,-_S(TNAX(IV)-TMIH(IK+l)),GT.(.01)) GO TO 32
_._(.ST ( IK )=30





NIJT I-t'.JP!'.ITSA ( 1 )
Wt T 2:NP!qISA (2)
L_,(,.34 II:I,HGPIr)S
I;-P,iAX=t_NT£A.( I _.I .........
+. IF (II.GT.I} I2MIN:2
dL, .33 12:I2t,,IIN,12MAX



















,; K I 1E
v_R I1 F
THII,:C
Lt ,,;Gr;i( .Ib{J,+ T")-LCNA (I2P 11 )
Li [::jr:?( Hj(_._-I-12)=LtJA (12, II )
Li,.L_.,'I(,.ISb_+IP) :L:ILIIRA (12, TI.)
,_CIC _:',_C1_.T_HCA (I1 )cNCST (TI)












LI;E"JC,,_( JSb !+12) =mJCST(11)
LC_L,_PT (J.SU:_+I2) :LNLBRA (1,11 rl )
Lt i.GTl_'(.ISL_'_+I2 ):Lr]E,_,JCR (JSl el+ 12 )+LNLRRT (JSUM+ I2 )
JbO?",=J-_.r-i+t.;ONl SA (Ii )-I
C(;_,,TTrJ__!-:
IvAR _,.,,_A_Y _ARI,_LES TO BE PLOTTED FRO'_ MULTI-GRID SEGMNTS.
IF(IPA'J%.L:].O) GO TO q.O
U') ._' l:J _*,;r:"-R
J: ,_-,X--NF 'I (I )
L_'.: C'' J-i, J"lAy
Ir-(I'.I'A"(I_,J).LT.IOOF)CI) GO TO 38




IF(L_IVA_.C(_.O) GO TO 37
U('} 3G K'L,LHV/'.t':_
LI,GT:I--L'J._T_++LEPiGTH(K )
I _ A'_ (J_ I)-LNGTH+IRHVAR
I;-(IOPT. :_T..q) IVAR(J_ I)=IVAR(J_ I)+1
_ONI I:,,;_JE ......
C<3i:T TIJLJ_-_
l.u. REC,:._R:.) 0',1 PLOT FILE
IF-(IPL.OT.NE. O) WRITE (LOAf) ISOLUT, NPAR1, NPAR2 _NPTOT, NCTOT
l.u. Ri;CO,<_JOFt ol_TPUT FILE.
;GP I-tlGR IL)q+ 1
I_ (ISAA.EQ.1) WRITE(LOA2)NGRIDS_(hlDEP(1)_I:I,NGRIDSD,





















_....: I , ) TJ-I)N;_I,]v'S
_i (i.T ", ,or ,_oq) [-,(, IC: %_
,)1"-i, :i.C ;(3)
ii (I_::',)',T3.:-'1.1) _,1--1
i,,, :,- I _ 2-1 , at
;_;. i,,'{t_i \O) YC J_3e (P)(] I )3) ) ll-I ,*li)_) , (C( I1 )_) , II-I,NC3)
ltb)-r r .Ji (_'( ! ,,',) ,P(2,3) )









;,I:; _c = Z':, ( 1 )
IF ( IF,'":F1. g'_. 1 ) NI:I
DO i_c !I:I,HI
,_):',(LI_I) TCNvI, (P(I2,1),IP=I,NPl), (C(I2,1),I2=I,NCI)
i (1)-,_ ,[NI(P(I,I),P(P,I))
_ (,')-t_ _.'(I(P(I,I) ,P(2,1) )
IF AI.Y '},-,,L ',-,!.'r -)ID Nor CONVERGE: DOH'T COMPUTE STOPOVERS.
iLvI:_T--IC._VL*ICI'/V2*_CNV3
IF {;£.VT)I.rO.(') G() To 100




LzL_+I_F_._ (I 1 , Ic:)
• ..510RE 1),;.:,nil;i-) VF'CToR
tL)'LI_.A( "L,I ):C (t+3, IG)
Z_,.C_la(2(, I ):C (L÷t), IG)*DTR
L.:Ci!a (3, I) :C (I_+5, IG)*gTR
•..ST(),_!{ ,{;Ir-'I![ VELr3CIIY VECTOR
L' :(._i:_(4,1) :C (7, I(_+I )













LI'CHA (6, I):C (9, IG+I)*DTR
NPLNET:C (1, IG_ I) ÷. 1
IF.A(2, I)=C (L+p, IO)
IJPNT:_!P'ITSA (IG}
IF4A_q_PSGA(NpNT, IG)-PSC, A(I_,IG+I)).LT.(.1)) GO. I0-72
_,'pITF.(A, lonO)
PSGCOV(IG)-AM/_X] (PSGA(NPNT,IC;),PSGA(I,IG+I))
A_ATS (T3) :A'_AW I (AI_AT.£A(NPNT, IG) ,AI_ATSA (1, IG+I) )
PERDEC (Ib) :PEPDA (i, IC_+I )




CSIOP (I I, IO)--CHAP (11)
IG-.I_,+ I .......
IF (IG.LT.I,GRIDS. ATE). IL.EQ. I)
GO TO 76
GO TO "70
CO_FUTE DE.BOOST STOPOVER CHARACTERISTICS
....... .CALL._.Et, JCIR (8 t .L'PLI'_F__T__itCHAR )_........................................
O0 75 It:i,37
.. CSIOP ( I1, IG) =CHAR (It) . ......
Io:IG+I
IF(IG.LT,NGRIDS,A:_D,IL,EQ.,t) GO TO 70
_. FCEPLACE__GMENI_C_ACTERIS.IICS__W.LT_H__T_O.T_AL TRAJECTORY__V_F.CTJ3R .....
L.N_O ............
JSU_:0

















- _IFCI2.NE.13. GO TO 82 --
13MAX-NCST (II-I)
. DO- 79 I3=-I_I3UAX ........
CTOT(JSUM+I3)=CSTOP(13p II-I)
-ISUM=JSUM÷ Z_MA _(.-
LN:LNA ( 1 pI 1)
. - I_4AX:LSlLBRA-(-I_ II ) .......
O0 80 13=t,I3_AX
CTOTIJSUM+I3) =C (LN+ I3, I1) ....
JSUH=JSU_4+ 13MA X
I [_--I N+ I ,_IL_PA(!, TI }
CONTINUE
CONT_NtJE ............. '




























e + e L t
_.;,i I
;'-I_ i (l)-I ([TI)
, t_ i{2):1 (t1'2)
:. i r ,,i [;'_ ', f I1.:- IF I<_ (C,tlT!'i-I_
('..A,) IC,,T¢' i , (_"roT ( I I ) , !l:l ,_!1,1o] ) ,
(("TOT( Ii ) , I I=I, ,,CTO1 )
i ri .l. I ,- iL_ IF IIK(,LJII<E;_
il {l.'l..>(.i ,.0) fl{; I0 105
_'( 1; 2 (t=l ,:,Jr':!l
i_ : fCU., (li)
tL {a : q(T(lP)-IFta'-f_(IIII,6T,(,nl)) C,O TO
,l. ll'.(.-",\l)IC_/l_,l, (PTOT(II),II--I,;JPT.3T},
(CTOT(I1) ,II-I,t,/CT3T)
',_TCi ,: TC: 'g<lrg nt;T TR&JECTORIES
_._ (ICVF"_I.F'L_.I) CALL PRICHA(PTOT,CTOT)
i_ (I.i.:.:.b,__I',12) 60 TO IT2
__ 171 TI=I,r, lPNTI
K • _--
,:_C.i<_t AC__ LIAI
iF (i._I_("-)(1).='0.1) GO TO 1.80
ii!,ACKzT,._,',(I }* {l'.'Ob,A (1 )-I )
_,_. i_7, II=I,NFa.ACK
: .'( k_,qPr_Clr.L [.TAI
,r (l,J..,'-.l',_n,lv3) GO TO 18L?
_,_ l&l II=I,Nt'-'HT2
u,_C.,K'oP;, CL LIA2
iF('a_,',KC_;('_:).ECI.I) 60 TO 19,q



















CNEATE A f,EW PLnT FILE FRO_ A PREVIOUSLY GENERATEO
C.444RAC TEH !ST IC -;I.I_F.. ..............
_.A'_ (LIAI) NGqI[_S, (NDEP (I), I-I, NG_ INF'),
(r_A[_IV (I) pI- IpNGR ID_ ), NRT, P_CTOT
,-_0501 I:I,NGnIDS
NARIV(NGRIF)S+2-1 )=HARIV {NGRIDS+I-I )





















FOBMAI(Ib.0INCONSISTEN_T SPF..C,IEICAT_!ON OF M I.NIMU_ PASSAG'
OE RADIUS• MAXIMUM HAS BEEN SELECTED. o)
END
LST ACCOUNI_-A_ ..........-- .....PROJECI±_VNDR_VEEN .

























_t (H,T _ Ci',. TO LAi_TII
;,°t_°'. t. _ :, _,:./F"F'.
,J_ ;:L _A r A,_O;_,I " 1RA,JECTORIES FH'v_
0',.'.IT.
_, GIVEN HELIOCENTRIC
I{FIY.,T - l.r*_f_ TO START Ar_ORTS WRT L&.dHCH
I,jL', _T - ITf_F T_ END ARORT5 4vT L.ALa'CH
_,;lJ_ )*,{I -- I:._CRFi.'E?:T I_l TIME OF Ar!O!_l
JiA['IV - I 'CqVr,;F-i.,!TIN EART_I ARRIVAL Tlt,_ES
.;,,.;:IV - {.H._'IBE[<Ok EARTH ARRIV_L.S CORRESPONDING






;i',_'-F-LI'.>T/A°/)R T/TOFUST, TOLAS [, DTA:-;B T, i_-)1AB'IV, NAR IV
T 1!.()"-i':'L'(2,1 )
[2r_n.!--T;): (2,2)
i_ t. ( t , ;):2!).
., t"( 1 , :;".) =.5.
, :_ I: l, i',L,_F'
, : '/-,':;',"IV+I-]
,, :] ,:,F--.P_T÷FLO_'I (I-i ) *DTAf_PT
I, r_'::Ti'lOl _.t-TO
• , o i_, V
i;!,IV=T',_U ....+,_.' *TD+FLOAT(J-].)*bTA'.IIV
( ! )=T"_:i-'
_'_,. ) "cl,,:_ i V
ii C r_1 Tr'.E '_..I) .aO TO I




_ '_ T I--I,2
.il{I,.J,.:-_.l) .Ct, LL EHCTR(I_2Q,IJ,C,_IA)










C TITLE CONTROL PRnGRA_'
C AUTHOR R. v,•GRUTZhF:R
C







C CALL CALL CIIARAC(P,HP,C,NC)
C




C _ THP,0UGtt C0'_.H0r,J
,2. TPA







NAKF LOGIC DECISIONS CONCERNING





































IF(IJ.EQ.NPONTS) GO TO 3
_=_IP_A-_ ....
IF((N1.EQ.NZ).AND.(N1.NE.O)) GO TO 3
• ..IF THIS POINT REQUIRES A DEBOOST MAHEUVER RESET THE













CALL CO'JSEG(IJ, IJ÷l, O)
IENTYP: ILNC(IJ)
CALL ENCTR(IE_.ITYP,N],IJ,CHA)
L:L,'T_;-_(_T_I{ IJ ) ...........
DC l_ II--1,L







































IFORCN =0 FOR SUH CENTER, =PLANET NO•
Tt,i,'OIJGtt COw,MOt4
SlJ._L, UF!I_iE STAF;ZI_E!,,T
St:_P)U TIi_k COhSEG (I, J, IFORC N )
___Ii_-L.Ui]_ PARSTAJ LIST












nO I IJ=IL3___ .......













COMPUTE TIME OF FLIGHT AND CALL LAMBRE TO GENERATE
T_TPA(P,J}-TPA(_,II
CALL LA_BRE(GM,M,1,RI,R2,TI,T,THETA,A,E,VI,V2,0,IABORT)







_.i,", '( ! , t )-A
_.i ,>.( tI )_-:!
, i _'_,._i ,,i):V,. A_;(V1 )
__. • .( ,j)zV.f.C.L.17(,_I,V1)_;,_I .
_ ), l:{ .i,(1 .-i-w<{{)-V;,_AG(rtl) )/(r t_Vr'A(,(>,l) )
[_ ( (, :, >r:l . T. 1 °) °,_l,:7,. ((COSF].-1,) oi_t. (1_,[ -_4)))
l _ I (:",_ .......I_ i r._l.l./li, t().((COSFi+I.) ,_,T.(-] r,,:_-,3} ) )
(' ,I)-^C'"((r)SFI)*RTD
w__ • .... .i .v
Iv (,._ ,tL,PI).L_.I.)('_.) ELPSF)("-,iII-._C>Q.-ELP£N(DpI)
, ,,c "C /,-P )-V_AC,(V_>.)L L.I + J
,-i._':-:_'{'..L):(i I-VAI'_GLE(P.2,,V2) )*!TTi_}
, I ;'<,',( _, j ):r:! Pc;l.b( _-)t,I)+THrTt,*i'TT:;,
CO?_F i--1 •
C OSF 1-- i.
C,.,,,_It l.- II CL. Ir.!,,rl(.' <,,OF Fi._AI'ISFER WlTI-i f_ESPECT lO OP!_IT PLANEq
,,Orl. D._,',.tI\//',LA. _ !,i!:'A!:TURE PLANETS. IF EIIHE7P, OF TIIESE IS A
._C;,,_-I-_l4,i,,_l,qt_yc r q- oOI;,IT Tile INCLI"IATIC)_i _,_IT,I :_I-_SP_CI TO THE
:.CI_]i I lC , ILL...... L;YlPIJIFI).
f',,;
...(t,r,,/_til_ ,/F'CT ";,, tOP,.:AL TO TRANSFER PLAI,_FL
v; .t _+.S[. ]. ) -',#CF4()SS (R1, R2)
v! 1 :(':,r i _.) ;,,#I ll,lI I (V"ITRSF')
J, I ='%[., ,(I.tV;_TRSF(3).) _._
V, | i_'-.,_,1 (1):V%CALP(V,_ITeSFeSGN)
L.,,.,,_+ |" - .L 1_,,J
i= r._'.\ ( ] ,,<)-* • Ol
ir (:,.(::.T.C.)GO lO 3
I;-(F.,-;.1) GO TO 22
•" '_COS (VIIT!RSF (,3))
st_ <71 I!=i_3
J_,t i I(I.[,d):V:'(II)
0',. 1 () 4
'-t_i _C= _C05 (Vr,_T/_SF (3) ]L_ LL
t;© ,>_, It-l,5
_iL,J _T(II, I)--VI(II)
vi,Oi.',[: ( ] ) =COS (O_EGA (H))
V:.O[: (,L)-ST'I(C_4EGA(I,I))
V i .,01 )P; ( _l ) = {J "
il-(/.7";.I) VH(_f_r,_(1)-VCRO_(ixI_V_IOLil-])
IF:{K.L'_.J} VHGRPL(1)=VCROSS(I_2eVHOJE)
_ "L _ _--'r- T -',i
_,_._.I.._ (I):..:¢SCALR(VNORHeSG,I)
Lt (,',.i- J.l) F)EPIHC--VAIJGLE(VNORN_V,',_TR_F)
it (,',.L._.J) _RvINC--VA._,!GLE(VNORI4_V!jT__SF)
C(.;_ i 11 tic
.,r.._Ll"Ot_,( _ I)=OEPII+C+R1TD
,-i. t_:q,;(l':) _ I ) =ARVIt'JC*RTO
IF (VI(5).LT.VFLCTY(3a, I)) ELPS['){ 6,I)'-DEPINCIF, TD
IF (V2(3).LT.VELCTY(3,J)) ELPSD(10,I)--ARVINC_RTD
CO_.'ff:UTE POL/_{ C')b;_DItJATF-S OF" RELAIIVE VELuCITY VECTORS AT
IJE.F'AI,'IdNYZgI,i.)AF_RIIVAL ANiJ STORE_It; COM_,IOII ARRAY EN.CHA
Lit) 11 I-J:I,J
,l--I P', ( L, id)'i, rll
IF ('i.:;i.{J) GO l'o .5
L)LCL II'_--J,
i_ASC-O,
- .IF(Id. EQ. I }--_/RELMG-ELPSD (3m I)
IF(I,J.EQ.,J) VRELMG=ELPSD(Tpl)
...... _0---T-O9- .......
5 DO 6 IP'-I,3
(, VFLrJET (IK )-VEt.CTY (IK, IJ)
IF(I.J._").J) Gq TO ?
JV (I):V%iJI*(VI, VPLIqET} ---
j._,T_) i
7 _ LLV_.LL)..=VSUE_LV2_.=_VPL.NF_.I1.....
Vt_ELr'_G=VMAG ( DV )





CALL MATELr_ (FINCL, OMEG PPERM PELEM)
TENPl (1 )=A_ITIRTN (ELE,q rDV }
CALL MATELM(ALPHApBETA,O.,ELEH)
TEMP2 ( I lCA'4TRTM ( ELF.J_4,TEMP1 L .................
RASC=ATAN2 ( TEMP2 (2) p TEMP2(1) )
.................. IE {RASC •LT. O.,_L.RA.S.C.__I._QE.LtEASC
DECLIN=ASIN(TE#P2(3)/VRELMG)
9 __ IF(IJ.EQ.J) _6O__T_Q_J.O ...........
E[IC,ttA (q, I ) =VRELMG
ENCHA ( 5J, I ) =RASC ....
Er!CIIA (G, I ):r}ECLIN
.... __.__CL__T__L1._L.
tO EI',ICHA(1,J) --VRELM6









































7-6-87 'R.W.GRIJTZNER SPECIFY SIX STANDARD ORBITAL
ELEMENT£ AND REDIMENSION TO ACCOMMODATE ARTIFICIAJ_LANET









AMAJ SEMI-MAJOR AXIS OF PLANETARY ORBIT
ECC- ....... ECCE N_TRICI T___OE_ P_LANET__ oRBIT._
TPHPAS TIME OF PERIHELION PASSAGE REFERED TO
. JULI.At_ DATF _{_nnnn ._.
INCLINATION OF PLANETARY ORBIT TO ECLIPTIC
LONG ITUDE _OF ASCENDING_J'_ODE_OE_J=LANETARY _ORB IT
At]GLE FROM ASCENDING NODE TO PERIHELION
_ANGLE BETWEEN_A_SCENDIN6 NOOE AND_ LOCAL VERNAL
EQUINOX
ItLGLINAIION O_E_P_L__.E.Q_.T_OJ__T O P.I.J_IF__DF_ ........
MOTION









































C ORpITAL ELEMEMTS FOR VENUS
C
AMU(2) = 1.1449900E16
............. _4-_C}LP.J-- _ _0 ..............
SMA(2) = 0.723332
-- _CC{2) =_._0067916_5 ..............
TPHPAS(2)= 36907,982












C ORBITAL. ELEr.IENTS FOR EARTH .......
C

















_Z_c(_) = I .Sao91
OMEGA(W) - 49,24903




__-_ (_) _ :_.1_li.__._ ...........................
nR_TAt ELEMEMT_ FOR .JIIPTTFR
...... AMU_{5} .... =__,{_r=72_
RHO(5) = 37735,












FI,_C (5) - 1.30536




OIX{_IIAL LLENIENIS FOR SATURN
A_,U(6) " .L.337760 OF-18 - --
i<JHJ(6) - 31n75.
SIvA(6} - 9. 558843
FCC (6) : fl•f}55682
IPHPAS(6]- 31303.352
FlrliC(6) : 2.48991
- OI_E-C,,A(,1_) :- _.t;_.30-7_-'Z ....
P[ IR_:'IH(6) : 33P.95700
VLFRPH(6): 0.0
LCATOR(6)- 0.0
Okr31TAL ELErlENT% FOR I!RANUS
At U(7) - 2, pq59gOOE17
}<FiO(7) - 12800.
5i A(7) = 19.1Rig51
EcC (7) : 9,(}47209
TPHPAS(7): 8696,078
............ FINCIT) _. -..0.,_7.'Z.306 ...........
O_JlEGA(7) - 73.79630
PERMIN (7) = 96.21453
VEFRPH (7)-- 0,0
EQA_TOR(7)= 0.0_ ..
01_11 IAL_ELEW2_NIS EOB t._:P__TUNE





..... FJ._,,;£.GA.(,5) = 131_.Zn_gB/I .............
PERtaIN(8)= 272.93#15
-.VF_ERPH(_3}: 0.0 ............
EOATOR (_) = 0.0
C
C


















































COMP_ITE 1HE PRESENT-V_LIIES OF THE nFPFNnENT VAPIARLFS
GIVr_J _ VECTOR OF pARaMETERS
_UCCFS_IvE fALLS Tn CONIC SECTION ROUTINE
]HRO!I6H LIST A_I_ qOMMO_!___USER
P - VECTOR o_ PARAMETERS
TPD - TI_E POINT DELI_I.TERS._OR IHV_RIANT P^RAMETERS
I__..LIST ANn_COMMON USEn ......................
T - ERROR VrCTOR
._,HCHA..,MATRIX OF E_CgUNTEP C_ARACTrRISTICS _



























(ICEN(J).EQ.%)_t0R.(_OPT_.GT__n))_.BO TO_ _ ..............
d=d+l
eo TO q

























- _Q- 2 L'. j+--t, NCSUSR.
iC0tIEf+=/CE+I(J)
kCTY_'I-=IC1 Y (d)
IF(ICP_,'-,<(J),FO®O) GO Th 17







...... -='P - IcoNEN )-TARv_(J) --Y(J+K)-,_L SO(2,




L6 Oc TO 22
..,EC;UAL%TY COI!STRAIHT IS AT ENCOUNTER
1.7 ................______.T__Y_P_E.F__.II_GCL.TC!_ 18 __
CALL D_._CSTR(ICONEIIrICTYPE,0)
























......CONIINUE ........... J[ ........
IF(IOPT,EQ.O) RETURN
• ,,t_ALUAIE +'P,i:%tiII VALUL OF FUHCTIOH Tc> i_E_ OPTIt_IZED
k,O [!'_ (2_,2'),26,2.7), IOFY









' I ,,, F--t,,CI",. At<EN] DF I;IEO ......























R.m.ORLITZI.J--R _-30-67 LIFTED EqIIATIGi,IS FEC)_.' _AINI
PL;I I_:T') I nR,v OF SUGROUTINE
CO,_IPL;TE ECCE,NTPIC ANOMALY GIVEN _:A _j ANOMALY
AI b _CC.2(JT!,'ICITY




TI _ROUGI I LI%T
EC_h ECCENTPIC ANOMALY
SU,d. OUT IF4E ECA liOi4 (E, M, ECAN )




!F{(ABS(,"I-GUESSI).LT.(.O00001)) GO TO 20
__F_C___(Lt_-r._JES.S] / ( I_._O.E_C OS (EC AM ) )
I=I+1
IF{I.LE.IO0) GO TO 10
ahITE(6,100)







C TITLZ El,COli;jl'-,, ('i!A_ ACIERI%TICS
C
C AUTHOR i,,® v,.C.F'_.TZ.[:F.I-_
C
_ONS{_iR A.A.VA J ;LI{VFET
C
C PC,[,',POSE C/_Li_ p._bPL_ik SF-O_IENCE OF ENCrttlrtlE!_ SU_HOtITI'dE%
C
C CALL CALL E',CTR(IEtlTYPpLA_'IBRpN!,IJtC_I_,LFNGT_:)
C
- I',PbT Ttd_A_IO!t LIST
C -- ,[,.-__.,_:r ._._ ....... F_I:_,.O.LLI_I_E R TYPE -
C LA.%B; CONIC "_SEG_AENT FLAG
. I,_1 DEPART PLANET t.jllMbEk
,': Id TZME-POINT NUNIBF_ #, OF DEPARTURE
TIi_V4)USH CO_<t,1Ol'J - -
_.. LLPSD ELLIPSE ,."tlARACT_-_)'SIICS. FOR NEXT
C ............
& ,..oTPUT T_IROU$_i LIST
,.: LEI',IGT_I N!JMBFB OF CIIARAC TERISTICS CO.",IPUTED
Ci,/_ CHARACTERISTIC VECTOR
C
C S,U,-_f.',OUIIt,_E-SLObCdA ¢IT!I Er.!TRIES LOAD_,LOADI_,LOAD2,LOAD3,LOADGtLOAD7
C .... - .........
C SUSkCUTINE STATE;_ErlT
SUBRhtJTINE EHCTR ( IENTYP,N1 _ IJ,CHA )
C
C SPECIFICATION STATEteENTS
It,ICL_IDE PAPSTA _,LIST ......
II,CLUDE KOtgUSE, LIST
D IUlEtlSI Obl CHA (50)
IF(IENTYP.EQ.O) GO TO 80
--C-AI_L E:,LCTRI..(.I.E[i.T.2i:9_.I_ IJ _...$i .I-..........
i GO TO (10_,20,39,q-0_51_,60_70,i0) _, IEt!TYP
C ...COMPUTE ARRIVAL OR DEPARTtJRE CHARACTERISTICS
C
I0 CALL ENCTR2(IENTYP,$11 _
$1 ............ CdM-L- E£_C IE._L.$.,_?_I ............................
12. Ct,LL EI,ICTR5 ($13)
13 CALL LOAD (CHA,,$.I.q.)
14 CALL LOADI(CHA_,$80)
C ..,COMPUTE L_ALLISTIC FLYBY CHARACTERISTICS
C ...............................................................
20 CALL E'ICTR? (IENTYP_$21)
21 CALL LOAD (CHA _$22)






















• ,.L(',_._aL '_I',,.__ L IH!IL_SL FL.Y_,Y
C.L; .. ,i"(!: ;_ T_':':,31)
:;{% '..L"
.)(C _l:.p i,'_q)
l{a. [ '.:i '_ i
• ..{Cb,PUI.I-. L,PI! L,_ TO ,tl,il!r--ROM EL!.[P{._(B.I .'-,
r_L.],"',





£ Fi<2 ( IF ;_i Y!) J,_61
: 2 .,T!__ ($,b2)
-- :T!Lt (!,3)
• ..L(.<PUI'L A ,"._ ,,. C i,,t'GL t:._!iEUVEF '.
t.,_,L.I._ L:!.Sit,.,_(rj_$Ti}
Ct, L.L t.'"i_: (CH,_,,_?2)
CALL Lu.'_ii7 { CPI.r, _ g,hq)
SIOFE ELLIPSE _"_IA _,FTE u Et,iCO_Jrll'Ft,: "_A[_
J,_- ':,L;ILt __: :d),,E'].,.::) _ETUR,.J
t..: [. _'j_:-,r!C :: [ r,:!
-.Jr., 90 .i-..:L, I_G.























































PROGRAq IS EtlTERED THROUGH ANY OF SFVERAL ENTRY POINTS
AND CO-_'UTES CHAHACTERISTICS PECLILIAR TO THAT SECTION.
_q___E:NC_jiJ,_TE_.r{._A____T-.-OE__SE..VEI_.AL SLTS OF C_IIA-IIONS




-.$X .......... )C=R_'TtJRr.L.S.TATEMENT IN CALLING. PROGRAN
l _,ROtlGI_ CO'._MO_'.I
_LF[,IEt:TS OF COMMON BLOCK /PENCTR/ DEPENDING UPON
WHICH E ITRY POIHT IS USED. SEE DOCUMENTATION OF
/PENCT£/ FOR DEFINITIQNSI
ELEMENTS OF COMMON BLOCK IPENCTR/ DEPENDING UPON
























THIE_ ENTi_,Y COMPUrL_ CHARACTERISTICS CO'_'401J TO ALL TYPES OF
ENCOUNTERS
.o.L_-TER+_ _II_:TI_R A PASSAGE I_ADIUS OR ALTITUDE IS SPECIFIED
FCIZ THIS TYP_ OF E'jCOUHTER APID SET _JI_IITr,
rHJLHO:,j 1
T IMOtlTzTPA (2, IJ)
T I P1EI N:T I MOtlT-DELSTP (IJ}
.. G_--.TC_ (IJLi,-l,%, i- I, 3,11.,IENTYP
AEATIO-ARATS(TJ)
DECLP-PERDFC (IJ} .-
IF ((PSGCON(IJ) .GT. (,01) ),AND. (r_SGCOH(!J) .LT. (10.) ))
PIZAD--(RHO (N_LHO) +PSGCOP.I (IJ) )*60;_0 •
P_ LT:PSGCOF.' (IJ )
..... GO-G-O- 3 ...........................
PP.AD:PSSCO; I(IJ )*P,HO (NPLNO ). 6 {),_Q,
PALT- {P _AD-1 • }.RHO (NPLNO )
VIN :ENCHA(1, IJ)
RASIN :EI_CHA(2P IJ) ......
uECLIPJ:ENC!IA (x, IJ)
._VoUT __.: __,_CL--LA(._.LI a_} ..
RASOUT:EI ICHA (5 pIJ )





.C.._...... .,,,CDLI_VE_RT__.ASY:,_/[QE_,ICNELOCIT_/E._S .TO. FE.ETLZSEC,__AND._ALS_O_STORE .


























_ EI_TRY ENCTR2( IENTYI:?,$) _.
THIS FNTRy ChMPUTE_ SPATIAL PARAMFTFR5 FO_THE PLANETAR.Y___
.... BEND=BA_PI .........

















U, ,.t.T:.! ( 51=1 .-.
v_ :.'_,(1 )-VC:?C,',c_(V!J'_i_, , _)rJI'T'i)
I;ON._AL 1(: T!;:_ L£.!JQIOK ARK ,_- DIF:F-!!-:F_IT
_,.,tiE I?L/_L ](h',_-.FIR£T '.;[-Tilp -":_,,__i£r
Ai .Ot-;" ] --.; ,\i, -_I..L( V l t' 'q[-iC;l_i-)
Ai..tjl.[',_; J,,! :;L[- (V2, VNO_F}















I_ i'.!_ ':_. '(;;).(,-l,(li_j) C.f:i:'.11
THIS CASE (_i ;-iT_,_L :IOF[(o DC]fvY-'F;It*,IE;:I_i7_--q_
I:ETV.E.E.;,I_j_ ,:Jlil")tJlA.%'_'.'_PIOT_S
. !FCfl.(/.}°,.,i,(u,)) G".;1(: :_
••./'.SCEI'IDii?Ll: ! i., :_..,"Io
IF (At"-,(\,,i(:-'n.E!:D) ,i..T, [ , !)f}f_L i )
Vr._J..!i( ]=V_.Ct-I..L)[VrlODE_-! .,)
......C.KO5 [.i)::VCDIOSS (Vi, VU.C,[:E.)
CKCS(I I:VtI'jIT(CPOS)
DLIPiC'- :\COS ( CP(h5 ( 3 ))
• ,.,,COMPUTg O; :-OAt A_D CHEf, A2
............ Ol,:E:_-_At =:P_I., V.-'I,.',I(;L.E( V1 __.VI'IQDE.2
Or_"EGA2:-: V,a.NGLE ( V2 _\/tlODE )
GO TO !:;
• .°ASCENDING _:_,i:,C [S V!Ri_JAL
J.F ( _._'-,S.(._ _tG-£EI,ID) • GT o ( ,..O0 0 _ J
VI'.:O[,_--( ! ) :VqCALR ( V_.;ODE, -1. )
CROS( 1 ) :VC_OSq ( _;,.or_E :, Vt }
CROS( I ) =VUNII (CF_()S)
PLINC:ACOS (CROS {3) )
..... --.-.._COI_'IB_TE L:"_GAI Ai.:D u_-tE6A2
O_:FLGA 1=VAI'4GLE ( V 1, VNODE ) +P .[
Ot_*EGA2= r,';C,P I-VAr4GLE ( V2, V,_]("" _- )
.GO T{; 13
ASYNIPTOTF. _tlI(,! IS /_SCEI'.IDIN_3


























• .,Fit,l) II,F. 'JO: C t.LOSi .SI TO T}ff.. '-"' I
tl.lt),!_' L_ _.i I. )LITY _,[-CI':P Tg A_CF":! ]_ii:
If (_, ," [. ,T,A)'_,L!_2) (iL. TO !3
_'i..C,, (1)-'vu, CAl k(,'.4OUL,"t., '
Lt'O (, ( I ) ,'{: _,';c.c (Vl,,)[ ( _ ___
_;i, 0'._ ( ; ) --,'l,!l T (Cr:._,C->)
)'Llr,Cc . . ,
H)I)TF r,,,_,';,_l At4"; (_'_FCA2
(;,i F_GA ] - "/'_), ,(_I_F ( V 1 , _/l lOr)L ) + P
O;:EG _,2-:,';',r 5LE (V2, _ .........
• ,,f- If)l; I),L I1('.: CI_0%i-SI -I0 TfiE 1_:C'"_: i'")
II:t_fJLjNI) VF[ L_;"i1Y VlClo)i !:L _%CLE[,J:?)I:.! _
IF (A;.IGLr-I.L.T,t.IIGLE2) GO TO
Vt,O{.'F ( ] )-_VgCAI. P ( vtiODC ,-'1., )
Ci,OS ( !. ) -.-:VL [,.',-)S._j ( V1, V/iOE:E )
CPOL,(1):';L.: IT(CP05)
_ I->}...i[ ;C _:;,,¢ O_ ( C['CS ( 3 ) )
_q
• ,,,,COMPLT r. (; L.,i,t, 1 -_'.D 0;1._6/_2
_1- I-VAtlc:I_FII('C].,V,NODE)
Ui,'E=_f; t, 2 - r ,; (. !) I -'/t_ f' GLE_ ( V2, V Fb'3r)¢ }
COMP-LITELc'i!GITi_'gK ,,-,r" T-F ASCP,,InI(._¢ '!,_';_E-.
VNOD_(I):V v.;[(Vi:ODE)







..........d,L,._ (1 I=V&CAL.[., ( '/i;EI_.-_1 _.)
i/t.'[i R ( J ) :dUt![ T ( VP[:I_ }
ALF'.HP: "_rAi_2 ( VFER (2} _ VPER ( 1 ) )
L;ECLt':,_ %i[, (VPFF (?_) )
O),,EGAi_-3rILGAt { BEI',r)/2 ,. *'TWOP i1,7
.... C .......... IE__I_TNER. __R_RI_tt:._FjEPART NOR BALLI%TIC Fi.'rF:¥) RETURN, IF. _
C BALLISTIC FLYBY CO"_PUTf:: I'FR_,aP_£i- /_ T T]iJ_[.:_ VffLOCITY,RADIU5
C DECLINATICN) RI_")")I ASCF ,, .. -.r _.;,_...,.,).1 A;JD 0_.,: ' _.- ,,l .... k,,. bETWEEN ASCFf'iDI!_G
C NODE AND PERIt, Pgk:. IF APt_IVE 0._ l.;L;-'.',i<j t. Or."j:;tJ}'l ?- ONLY OtVEOAP.
h(; TO (17,16,1_:,18,18,18,1.;:;_} ;), iL/_Ti'.D
....... _4,,-.... _,--(-4 ) :-- l • I CO_, ( _F';_._,!2. ) .........
A2 ( I ) :/!"k.) (_jDL.t.;O)/V ( 1 ) **2
PLI_PAD-A2 (I.) * (F:{ I _I, )
VL LI ' ;. F, : S',.,f_T ( 2. _ A;,!U [ flPL/JO )  PC PP a D .'-V ( I ) _' -_2 ]
PI_AI):PE R.RA.q/6 # 80./RI, i,:'3(/IPL.fIO)
PAl_T: (P_AD-I, ] *RtiO (NPLt]O)











































.i.i.i i.i,_Ii_ i .i,I,i 4 i,4,."i.ll. i_(,_ .i<-i, l,._,i'?,W:ilh_ i,i.
i_r,TIi'l i- ,LI'. ;(',)
fills l-:ITi-_"iC:'_;.::"_FE <, !h I':>'.-;STA!II)!!',>)_:_TVFL._.'CiTIES TO AND FROI_I
CIRCt]LAq .... { _ _ _.it'Tlc. r,,:_<I!_ F_)!_ t.P <]V^L, [_FPARTtJRE AND STOPOVER
C_SES .
••.CO_,PUI{_ CI.:,_IL./.' V{-LOCITY Ar F'i-:.:,:;,{-;£_
vt LC:':; : :: [ ( _.'_f (ItF'L; IO )/PRAD)
• ..COMPUfF LL.L ; _IIC i_!:f l_,r_SF. VELOC; Tf
AEi,li_I:.__I_)U:-;'1.
VELPF:!-, ._'RI ( At,:'l _(IIF'LIIO) • ( (2./i;i,',AD)- ( 1./A3) ) )
• • . COI__UIL . ELl_ IP [., '_2 2,: :0;+,_.<i:-/VEI_OC .ilT'i
'{APOzVL k_-;'[I_;_"){tI _ (i'// ( 2 • ' A_-'Z)F',,'_L__ )
• ,.COtVPUTL i_E._t/,._.__ 'J_L.CLITY 0:', I _ !30UI_!) /_I,;D
.... _V_F_LP!l1:5UI-i I ( 2.4< ( VELC _<.2 ) i V ( 1 ) *_2 )
VELPH2:St2F_T (2. _, (VCL.CW<*2) +V (2) *_2)
•..COMPUTE [)Er_o_)SI " A_ll _,r_._ST
DELVC I=VELI_Ii-VE LC
..........DELVC2--VELPH2-VELC
•..COMPUTE [_EI,,?')bl" ;titr" t',OOSl
UELVKIz',I,_L.P!i]-\,iLPL_
UEt_VE2:'tE.L_I _:-;-vF L._,E
• ..Slim BOOST f.'i_ [':;:,r',_ST
SUMVC'=',jELVC 1+t.ELVC2
,_J4_IV #-- ;)F_t.VE 1i!)ELVE2
_--RETU._I I
OUTBOUND LEGS
TO A{iO FRO_ CIPCULAR
TO Arl_) F:RO',I .'..LI_IP1 1C
i_l TRt' i: !CTf q(';)
THIS EMTHf C(', +'_lfi_ < {-_II,gLF-" [I_'PtJI.SE' Ol'lI',ltJ#_ tIYPEHBOLIC TRANSFERS.
DETF-RMINE ,.rll'C_iOPTrC)_ ':i'gI_..Li3E ii.(TE_'_TO COMPUTE MINIMUM IMPULSE.




















USE r..A!MC ,, k'<
_>LRI_i'51t, i,
;,:Ell,ub .,:i,j C:
TRAt SFTK _ _ ,
:':,';i_ _, ,'+'+I,i.(,,Pi VR")vi'"L _ KLCK i+EAR FHE NATUh:AL
,. ]_ T+:F !.:_-I_OIS II!S!IFFIC[EI,T USE A SEARCH
i 'L.., A P_I,r!,U_] t+tJi_JCCr TO I_K CONSTRAINT THAT THE
> ',; ''_ CLOSFi; TIIAII l+,'.Irl_;) ltlL f-'LAPiET,
i i t,''
+,. ll+: 'LT ++ +i. (TTPLP;:_) ] "+++0.+:i0,,
,_;t ] q' : t=! + ,_
,"_=. (L _- ", _tJ("it_[ t;ITI)/'V(TI(I't+.2
lz. ( .':,./ ;' ;:. i , t7 ]+'!IA_ ( [I< )
_,L.J.T'_F(-i'.):'t(LCSI-t./K{i.K) I
t 41 i I • • l I.: L"-:)lE Sl" ,_c+: rY,LL C,V TL A,J.+F .....
I, _ ( . t (!) +A.C,/TO'i (2)) +,i.T,ilt+_'r, lr".') C '_ 10 26
...ijc[ ,,, _ i , i ,i,; ;_i..At iu11 _'OR roL) _,;;tJOii BEHD
_'Jtir .... [-+:{ i++'. )'+t,'(.1)),"t+V(")) ; /('i "_, t.... J J v
b 7 ' ( ,'++r ",CT*I_+ .+(5+,} )
O.{. "
bz L '['.. !"( ] ) i,'(7) ):t_<:+¢_(<_];l([!) t
":'r' r" , :. *].)IC,).q(t,t+{;(,_PT(,7,icos(s),,2-CO<)(D)**2)/SIN(G)
;4::;.1 +, '(,.,,_Lr:< ),]_'_"_,CA[>+..+,£
'' +" _( .... i
• ,,IF' ;'i,'_+<t+i ' .... L.II[[C '+ +'.i<.]!JL_T':_ J'rl A ?:!r'_--_F.+-,4 ALTITUDE LESS THAN
/_LLOt.'+A[L+, (. ,lt'tlTE A ..l.z;'t_ :+.: Tqi_tbbFFi<, V;+ICH +'ILL BE VERY
C t. OSEL._T 0 . r _1_ t,
J, ,+, +;.! -
.t:F (71 .: ._. <'1_ C.,(': TO 2Ci
'-+ t+.:. {
C_t.{. . '';I r!fA;. +-;_,L+f.-+F+)
_'_!_T.[ :' 1t' ]..; [+;.,_ +f°:'T ( r{: <,:_.4f,'it j (_t iF k t., 0 ) / !> f V ( i ) +<+"2 }
'./1 (I 'TJ " <+',H'.T ( o -. ,, .+ +.;+:+,Mtj(pJlq_pi,+}j/ ;++.t+.; ;., ) >+.+_Z )
I_,_,L. 1 ,l _,' , '.'J_.+.t + . *t_,IO{ttPLP-tO) J
AL I t 1 " ( i,; ,'J [;,+ i _ I < ) _l-Tt-!O ( I,I!)L FI", }
• . SET VAL+t:; ,. _'+-hiAi+bE TpA,"<F +'-+ . - ,.,,.. ....... ,- , IF THIS iS NOT THE CASE
" f! i -
......T.-HE..t.,I.E_I .r ;;;.._. ;,.._L. ()VZR£._RITE T:t= V4LU_S ...........
l-i::L1 ll.:: I,
Ti,{.2 T1 -'.+,
" o ,! ) C,O TO 2"7If ( Ii _ ,
• ,,H/_VIPIL_ r0, v ; Tt!C r'APIIaS OF ItlTFRSFCTIOP,t FOR THE OPTIMUM
It<PULLi l':; + :-_FI_R ttgIl'lG P,1ARCHAL'S EQtJATIOPIS_ IT IS REQUIRED
TO II'[_,:;,tr- ' f C;p_',E{+ TO COt_PtJTF" T_C 7CCENTr_ICII'IES OF THE
TWO ilY[t:_+,r [t ?'lr) TIME TRUE Arlo _s,Li_CI_"-_ Of- THE INTERSECI'ION
......................... _.+ +! .... +:,,':.::: t 'i J __:IL2.m__£1__!J_JlT.Z+_.I<2+V.I0tJTI**2}Z__2,,,_____T_INL[J,
• +VTOUFI.**2 )


















L( l_)t=1 .*,,/r2(1 )
|_ t "I-;-;; , _-. i_[]1
L _l-, I r+t_i_l._
,_I-A'>I I(_,,,"!f{',,', i_;_) )
,',, ,,-t..7 !-.'1-", !
,ki,,TEgT: ", .,6LF 1 -,,^_',".!A V
.or TESI--,:_*( ".i:I[ ':;T)
.,./#_. t"-,e/a,_.: ( 1 }
r ,-, -. ,-- i! ' ,),:.¢,_-, i((': *_.nJ,A,_'+F>I_tJA2**2)_'_JTLST*I.)
FI=I C(, ¢ ( (: IT+ ,) 2-!., ) /i_'fl'lAl-! . )/FIT)
F2=/1CCq(( (#P2,,.*, _-.-,'' , _/ROWA2-1. 0)/F2_)
:_',i T ;T{ i ):.t_CC5 f--1 ./r:l'T)
_v._,:, , _.:'):._('h,.: (-_i ,1i!22)
L., t ...., : ,, .. ( ,,..... /'(,1 ( i )"[-1 ,i"{ ;'_ ....i', '.)I {d)--r 2)"-
IF (: _';_,-,_I,,_{)_ti,(.r, OOi)} GO TO ;'_,
L_: (!k£. -,i.* ho,,) ,,_') fO 21
_',.L_-LE: .... ,:>1
G(: "."", ";'"
_,: k,['. -( _t,:, _"".. i:t. _:},; ."!]E LE
Dil.rl::-I !<' '/r'l._ ')
EiibA" _,:-!1V,i_, ':_
........ -,I,kLVI'(:,_TI.:--,T_,u'_"; _l) ,:'30T(]
GAr.III---,f.:It._V __I.f-I._-':'.!.,2+Pl
-GO T,3 27
GAV, T 1 :,_, LF2- (I >I"GA_'IV_, " _'_.LF 1 )
£F(,:(FIT_ ,-L[ ),1 ].i[-:/_X).;*';).(('-I_PCL:..},GT.(I.)))GO TO 23
2F( ....._r*T_UkLE) ,Li,_-::' v,:.m,_,, ) G,'_ TO '_ >
D r !_F :?F ' . ,; -,r I _F
/ l)
;:,0 T h 2 ')
'1";'_ ill!IF
[, )_--::)T '_--t: ,L:
k{': )::F _ F
.:2 ) -::i[ 22
_kLFl:':;_:_f_i(:.-,?'i.Ft (/,P'(2)*IFPP**2-1 .)/F,)/(2.+R/A2(2) ) ) )
"" . _ _- .k ,_, . ,..CGS.L. 2;:{V; i!'.'_ _2".L_'::,LV'_I '-_-V)F';tiTI-:-._J/(2.*VIlI_TI*[_F'LVTI)
ALF2:f,,,:COS (C05.AL2)
.2 _5 .......
.....TMIgF..L IS I;:SUFFICITrlT tJAT'JI-{AL.__BEI'i_.3, COMPtFlF ,OF'TINtJM IMP_ULSE_BY ......
PASSING PEF_I.:,PSE (]_ Ti.,E SLOW HYPERF_O!..A _ND i_{ANSFERRIN6
THEREAFTEK T_ "f,iE oIITnOIJI_D (I/iBOUND; iEG. AS AN INITIAL POINT
CO',t_'UTE T)_OSF _YPF.DqF)I_iI '/&iTCH HAVF I:':,:,.:AL !:'_;_!APSE RADii.
CALL } .,.::ii',(FT,,_2_'v _<[ri[),NPi. ........_i<',VE(JiJ,._i. i"'"POr)_tr..._,GAM)
Cig.-L Oi>ri{A:.k_ VF&UaL _ [HZLR(>, GAr,I )
CO_I-'t_IE (:,,J _,"1 ,",LVHI,r i Ci.1, TtIF, ANGLE RElc, LEN ]HE ASCENDING.
I!ODE, THE I_-), _ At,('c_l,!(irl At,[) TH_ !:_-CI.INAIiOH RESPECTIVELY OF
















(J_ L t,'11 ::_M,+L.(_._l--'[_It_._'_ 14 ACq_ ( - I + / _-( ! ) ) +I_i
If (0 _ ,_1 ,r.ToT_O|'I) O,_EGTI--A71On(OI:EGTIt|WC)PI)
II (0' i _.t r._+) (_P'((,[!:._:*. (O'+F(,II,|'v. Ok'I)+TWOPI
•.. %,_ T tJ)-.f f,]i ,J.
t L;t,A Tq,, ,i.A L. '
[ L CL ll,ir.li ."
i '. TFi q_lj['i,• _ , ,.
TRAI,ISFOi_- Ti_t_!I£FE.T_ POINT TO
]0 rp-,_+i_.........r..1 _,_; _,'-,rr:r_SIOhl
Ci, LI _.!_,Ti-]L (}h iiJC.',I"OI_'_F','_A_'O_4!(.,TI_'__Lir_;)
i,+RA,_ (i]-I.
_*lf,,, (::):zt;.
_+,';_ A. :(J ]z,;.
F!:_C'ATf_!)z_. _TV(EL_,_4,pTfRAN)
• ..CL, PL!T P.I':!' ',',r:_:r'_I(,_lj AIH-_ [)FCi "_r_.",T{O[i
J<+CLI.:Tf ,i; (!_E_;ATI (..$))
h.l Pil] m,t rAr,k (RLqA| ft { 2J _r.,>EGA[R ( 1 } )
_<:TtlQpi ]
AND
c-, T 7y W IClqS(!5)
TrtlS E! 71"t,;f .... _' %_ ,;.. ilL tt_-r'!O APIGLES
................. }:'_ll=A'_IN( 1,/£1, t-_RAD__V ( l.] __*_2/A_ld (NPLNO)) ) ........
t:";I2Lz_1SIII(1,/(1,+PRADIV(2)*_2/A_Itj(NPLNO) ) )




L.I,__J.Y [:flCTF._6 ( lJ, .+b)
C
C - - li.-.II£ENTRY CO,<'._'_liE£CI4ARAC'iE[<ISI._LC".:>LJN_'JLJL TO
C
£-- ........... -.-.-_.I--i1_t7-- lr,li{cJ;. J;4[;_ ALI_L C',UrsiL)ul_ t4[[. I OCENTi(I C
C
DO .,-'.£1-i,.5
VHIq( I)-VIIC IN( I, IJ)
lii-+,uUl"(.;.)-VhCOiiT (I, Id)
POSIT( I)::F>STIOl,i(I, Id)
............ I,_A--dA;.SLE ( gill 14, VItOUI ) ..........
• ..COMPUTE VECTORS PIORt4AL. TO IF_E_OlJti_) A,'JD






VI,k4IN(I)-VCF_O£S (POSI] _4_ ;]t.,'_
._;-_/,,GtJr (lI_,.JCROSS (.f_ZISI__.:qLLqt' f.)
_._V (I)::./_iJFi(VHOUT, VH [N )























?,L > '{ I
A% r:':'' {t,;
GI ,"C,,:r,';_L T(; T}4F _-CLIt_T]_C.
L-i;
._'_ i I t
,., C O,._:P. t i: EtJLF
UL r._:',i ;_ IbLr"
IFl°O:_IT(._)
C _-Li_ h";.TLL'4
Vt.Or..: t_L ( 1 ) :,_
i:_;f_F Vf:CTOR IS (VPF.-PP
):VC*_()%S (VPERP, VHk _]P,I)
) :v' _;_II (Vi_ODE)
A JGLFS FOlk COORDJLt4,_TE
Vf;_;DF (2) ,VNODE I 1 ) }
(POSIT, VflODE)
•L-l.0. ) PERM:TWOPToPE:i_L
(PI I_IC _OMEG pPER"1 ."El..c'I )









X ,I,' X V)),
Ti<;_IJ.%FOR F'AT ION,
[ N[AP • EQR Tt,_
-VEL O
C
C 1 I TLE
C




























.- I l-il'_OUC_l : LIST
!_[-q'l
Ao(_)











l i_F_.-!'iTS OF tlYPrf.,_z"It,'t.
IJI%T._I'JCE, TO USE A'-. A
Ef.JlJAT IOtis
TI_,T iIAVE A IAINIMUiVI
gTATI_4'O I-.qJESS FOR OPTRAN
P,EII") A:!I-,LL PLtI% '-_I
SEM I-TP,glISVE'<SE AXES
ECCFIJTP, fC71II.S OF HYPER<qOLII
VELOCITY EEqtJii{Ft) FOR TRANSFER
TRtJE A'IO?,"ALY (Jr, 'SL.O_ER' HYPERBOLA
OF TRArY3FER P()INF






VEL(JCIT¢ CIFFtt_EhlCE AI" Iri-'E_SECFIC,_,
V_-_I3 _I -',,,;. I (V ( I i _,_'2÷V (2) _12.._ 2. *V ( i ) * d (2) *COS (GAMMA ( 1 )
COSt _.if: ( d (.>) _*_ ,_EGtJAI._ ¢2--.'t '; _ ,-._-;: ) / ; ..... _,'V( 2 ) * VE.-_.,IAL )
PI, I--AC.):; ( C_'_%P_, ] )
(_AM" q-_AT-'.-IA ( 2 ) +' .II'[
t_t_ TO f]
.kITE(6,lll )
FI()RF.IAT ( I, t[', _fIY, ' * ** '__:_** _.:_._q f,_c),_
C-A-_.,LE _,IT .....




THZER C_.-:F,.FL1H F- I HZERO


































] : ...!;,Ot _G!
iJ
i
_,IE_':, OF PLANET'S CE!JFF._ i:J ECLIPTIC














QI_.EGzOF.i -E(SA (N )








• ..COMPUTE ECCE'I[RIC ANOMALY
CALL ECANO_(EpANOMMpECAN)
• ..COMPIJIE TRIIE ANOMALY
SET PLAWt.TAP, Y CONSTANTS IF ;,I.GT.L)
II:TP]( i, iJ) +. 01
IF:.,_I.G]-.0) GO TO 2
D6 * IK--I,3
_WJ,, : i;" LI_C,I J ): 0 ....




..... ]JX LdDE _llPk/l _.LiST .........
DI_aErIS! O{_ r_COtvP (3), ELEM( 3,3), RECL. I P( 3)--, V cO,MiS-(3] ;-vkcL-i P (3)
bLJJEoUTiIIL FIXPLC(IJ_T)
Su_h Ot..LTIi._._ 5.TA TEi_IL!IT












C ALL I I_i JAIJ;,! ( EC AI_I wE p "_I'_H_ )




i.,_.;,-i_G(A, F _,ECAN_, TRAJM, f,'t,D:.. ......O.a-)
(._I.__]F'L{_, r],RAq, TR HF-_,G AM"I'_,
• ..C('_-_F'tI[EP,)TATI@_ MATRIX ELEMENTS
U ALJ,--_;;-.,r_L_a (F It,.ICL,.-O._EGd?E11_t,ELEM)_
•..CGhVER'I TO LCLIPTIc SYSTEM
I_E:CLIP (i)-A',ffV(SLEM, RCOMP )
VECLIP (I )--A',_Tv(ELEM, VCOMP)
•..STORE VECTor<
_)0 3 IK--1,3
VELCIY (£K, Id) :VECLIP (IK)_.
PLCVCC (IK, IJ)--RECLIP (IK)
_-_LL£U._.tj...........
EI,D






















COI_PUTE RE..I.AT-I3/_ VECTOR ......
R-,_ _3R UI-Z._'_ER ..............
........U,1161(_
POI_] OTHER THAN THE PLANET
C
CENTER _ SPECIFIED
AS A TARGET THIS ROUTINE CONVERTS THE PLANET CENTERED
SPECIE_CAIION._tO___IHE.ECLIP_TIC_.S_..IEI_T_IEtF__V-ECIBR_._LY--BE
ADDED TO THAT REPRESENTTHG THE PLANET CENTER, ALSO SETS
UP _NON-PLAt.ETAR_ TIME_DINT COORDINATES_EN_THE ECLIPTIC
MA TR I.X_cCULTIPLICAT ION
T_ROUG_J...IST
IJ TIME POINT INDICATOR
THROUGH COr_4ON
ELVEC_ TRANS_ VECTOR .
.... SUI_OUTINE STATENENT






P___L_/EC_Lt,i J) _:[P_A£3_ IO )_C g S (_TP_A_LSJJMI)*C9_5{ TPA {_4,i_ I ).............




.C .... JLF__.P_)It.JT. IS_I__PLANET_. }__I_CEZ-(_ARF__GIYEN
C HELIOCENTRICALLY. IF N.GT.O POIN' IS A PLANET AND COORDINATES ARE

















































P,A,WHITLUCK (MODIFIED BY R,W_GRUTZNER)
_/1716B
GIVEN TWO POSITION VECTORS AND THE FLIGHT TIME, FIND THE
CONIC _ECTZON ELEMENTS
T_IS .S_JFIROQII,NIZE_IPLOYS A NEW SOLUTIONTO I.JUwIP,ERT'S
PROBLEM BY W. LIM DESCRIBED IN JAN_ 2967 MIT REVIEW
THRO(IGH LIST
C_J_ CENTRAL FORCE.-GRA-VST_£I.QNAL-C, Qt_I-T-A-N$- .........
M =3 IF THETA.LT.PIP =I IF THETA.GT.PI
_, -. I_P,E-P,--OF-- C_I.J_TE-REVOLUTIOI_LS_-r-_I. HYPERBOLA
R1 INITIAL POSITION VECTOR




A SEMI-TRANSVERSE AXIS OF SOLUTION CONIC
E _N.JTRI_£.ITY OF" $OLUTION._CONIL .....
V1 DEPARTURE VELOCITY VECTOR
vp . __A._J_I.VAL V[LOCITy VECTOR































T'.=S()RT((S,,3) / (8,*G_.I))* (PI-SGI'4'.,I*(BEM-SIN (BEM)) )
S_,-i,.T:SIGi,l( I •eTM-T )
IF(a, qS(T-T_J').GT..O05) GO TO 2
........A:-. ;Lr-'_LLILtM÷R 2M ÷C ._
NII_A:I
G(_ TO 12
C( LFT-SgRT ( .5, (RIM+RP__M)**3/GM)
COMPUTE Ti',_L OF FLIGHT ON PARABOLIC ORF_IT









..... _.:;A[_QG_((I. IARSL_] )+__SQRT((I./W**2 )_-I• ))
F_!:N-1




















































IF(A:_S(Ox).LT.TTOL) GO TO 12
CO;4|:'LJlC -ME v_ q
£_OLO-C
_=o-r)x/F'XL_
IF (Q.GT.U.)GO TO 93
uzGOLq/'_' •
_F(l[if:U3.Eq.O)GO TO 10
_,F,I TZ (,,, _z+).OOLD_ PXO_ CO_OX, XQ
CL.IITItJtJE
[t (IOt"CF:.C-T.1) GO TO 11
ICNCC=2
[TOL=1 ,).*TTOL
-uO TO 6 ........
V_f,ITE (6, lt2) XG,T,DX
CALL EXIT
COMPUTE OEPARTURE VELOCITY VECTOR
12 ........ _D_5_RIM/A ....................
U=SO_T(t./(X-Y)-D)
IF(THET_.GT.PI) U=-U

































C_4.FI -V,)Ol (R1) VI )(*(1 .-COg(TI_(-,TA )}/ (P_I',II_))-
F,,C;mT (_,,_,,'P)._ST_i(T)IFT/%)II<1_'_
C,;I-F<':_,-i'l_l*(I.-COS( THETA ))IF)
Co41>lJll- AkI-:IVAL VLI.QCITY VECTOR
V2 (I ):VqCAl_;_ (i,l)COEF1)
l VZ,c (1)=',lt)C,_LR(V1) COEF2)
V2 (1 J :VAL)b (V2 pTVZ)
•..CONVEkT VFLOCITIES TO EMOS
L,_G: S_,5.251TW(-)P I
Vl (I ):VSCAI.R (VI) F_MO)
_,:(.,i)-VSCALR (V2 )6_:101
FORr,.AT STATE_,TFfJTS
FOR!,_T(_I-I 90LI)IPElq.TpqH PX:,)Clq-.Tp3!4 COElq,.7)3H DXElq.7,
5H X :_El_. 7)
_FOR_!AI(LM _2X,,*****NQ LA!lr:¥i=E,tT COI_VERGENCE - COMPUTED TI'

























I" L" I ,' t,,
L{.)t,._ C!'_,!<A(:-I[£, 1%'IIC
L_ tJ(__Ft_ ..}i_l}C:.}It;<:, Oil
VFCI_;I
VECTOi, (Ei_A) '#HICib 15, OF
TYPE OF- E{_COLJ{_TFR.
[J%E )F ._LV;_')AI [EI,TRY POINTq T!]TO StJ'_;{OUIIrIE.
Tif_O,JG_i LIC,T
I.X, :.,,'Hi7{:-__ :K f'.; '_TU'_N STATr""F!IT i_i CALLItiG
T_,ROIJC,, CC _"0,:
/HENCTi-!/ - C,EF L.IST FOR l_ggI!JiTInhS
Ti IROUG_! LIST
_,4!A - VECToO OF CllARACTJERISTICS
C ENTRY HD1[;TS LuAC'_L'I)'_L'I,I-Of,D2_LOAD3eLOADf_LOhU7
SUrsF.GUTIr,L STAT-F,IL !T
l SuBROUI IHE LOp.CHA
SPEC 1F ICAT lO.,'J%IAIE'4E[JTS










CO_-_k'!Qr'/COL.FAC/PI_IIAFPI _TWOPI _GMSLIb._RTD, DTR











............. _C.I:._L P,t;_ Si.hb_:LID ........





. _-CNA-L_J =L,_RT.o ......

















1.!, li_Y L.OAL"L (CI,/_,'_1.)
I_T _, L,JTi_Y LCj_L_g CI._'_,, _"....... CTI_I,)TIC. c, UI!I_)LIF FO A,<hIVAL, Dt.PARTURE
Oi_ It l:,)O._lA',,I _,_L>'_T T(_ AID FROM F-LI_IPTIC OP (Ii_CI!I_A_ ORBITS.
C_iA ( 14)-i'% r ] 4,_TI)
C_iA (I 5)-,". [2"_ "fP
CI-_A ( I &) -I'LI:IC _RTb
CI_A(17)=PC !EG_*PIO
C_A (IS) =UI.,ICGA I '_I::rD
C iIA ( 1 ')}=_;! I_'GA C* PTF_
C_j, (20) -O/qL__gAP*t:I !)
CI !A ( 21 } -AI_;Y-tp# I; TF)
-q_ (22) "uLCLP.R TI)
C! ;A (">_) --_AI_F
CIIA (24) -_t_AD/F, OBC./PHO (NPLr!,3)
(-liA (25) _AF ATIu
CrlA (26) z_L!;'4
C_!A (ZT)-VAPO
_ C._\ (2f!): 'Jt.LC
CI,A (.°.9) :rE t.°E
C_,A (30)-VLLPHI
CI,A(31 ):'Jr:I..PI-IP
Ct,A (_2) - .,ILL[.VC 1
Cf.IA ( 33 ) -t)E!LVC2
..... Ct,L),.(34_) =Sb:!_vC




Er,TRY LOAD2 (C.qA, $)






CHA ( 18 )-ALPHP*PTD











liilS I:.HTi('(L)AI_S C_!ARACTERISTICS UHIC)UE TO IMPULSIVE FLY,,YS.
u_ A( IS)"i}II.PSI*RTD












C__A ( 27 ) "QI',;F GA2_RTD ............
C_.A (;',_) :oh,'_GTI*RTD
ChA-( 2.g ) -ALPHIwwI_TD
C_A ( ?_0) -L)[-_CL I*RTD
i_t: TU!_r,_ 2
E.i, TR'f LO,_u6 (CHA _$) .......
RLTL.r:_H
EiiTR Y L")AD7 (CHA, $)
THIS :_NTRY LOA_')S CHARACTERi-S-TICS UNI,qUE
CH_ (13) :ALPHI*RTD
_ C._A.1._t4]:bECk1 ,RTD _..
CI-IA(1,5)-D IL_C*RTD
CHA (16) :OFLVT.I. ...................
RE_TURrl __

















(.._. F_l r 'IL_;t AHAP.,A[.Y _F_;T_,'EC'.Z_,O A_IO 2*PI GiVEr4 TI;,IE
J'_i.[.,'F,:I,ICLIOr; PASSAGE TI!_,E
,_L_LUFI _,! OF H-2*PI (T-TP)/PERIOD
C Lh_df ........... li:,.C_K_.t CO::;4OI .....
C )" I
C ..... T ,:')HI
C K









.T.[_E AT ;'IHICtl MEAN .ANgJVZA!_Y IS DESIRED
TI,_4E OF PERIHELIOh PASSAGE
MEAH AHO_,_ALY AT TINE T





CL,i>,or_/C,JI,FAC/PI pHAFPI, T.,._OPI, G_4SUI,__RTD, DTR
A i/,;:,.ira(T-I H ) *SQRI (GHSUt!/A**3 )
IF((ANO"_',.C,T.o.).AHD.(Ar',_r_I4"4.LT.TWOPI)) GO TO 10
LFL_,;IO_,L',L I'. O. O} _._0 TO 20 .......
At ('.,r4_.l"A'_O[; (AIJOlV'_, T*6OP I )
t:, TO i0
1 _.L)-TV_OP i*gQRT ( A**_/G_._SI IN )
ill-'-TP-T AU
G, T r) _,rl







































INCLINATIOM OF PLANETS ORBIT
.-IO ECLIPTIC ...........
LONGITUDE nF ASCEhDING NODE RELATIVE
TO ARIES
ANGLE BETWEEH ASCENDING NODE AND













































OI II 'tl _ I_YI"!:R',OLIC TPANqI't r_
I_.;. ,('1 ,I]z_;, i _,
A, h •VA: l'_.E_UFF_,
o- IC-¢,7
TO Ei.f,J_THE: t,_II'_II'.UIMVELOCITY RF'QUIPF.'I_:il TO TRANSFER
Fi<O;.'A>_ II'ICOMIIhG TO AN OUIG,'_ING ilYPF,_[',OLA SUCH THAT A
SY'ECIFIEb ,,'.IMII_L'I_PASSAGE ALTITLII_t IS ACHIEVED
FIX OI';EOF THF HYPERBOLII c_Y SPECIFYIhG A MINIMUM
---_IUS. AJ-_D TflE_..SOLVJZ_£O}_ TIiE IHTENSECTION.DF_.TJJAT
HYPERPOLA 5HD A SECOND HYPERBOLA SUCH THAT THE ASYMPTOTIC
CuNSFEAI_'4T IS MET AND COMYUTE DELTA VELOCITY,
TI<IS PROCEEDUDE IS CARRIED OUT OVER THE POSSIBLE RANGE
_ OF TRANSFER POItITS AND THE MINIMUM IS SELECTED __.




















&IAGNITUDE O_ ARRIVAL VELOCITY VECTOR
_!AGNI!Ur)E OF DEPAHTURE .VELOCI.TY _VECTOR
BEN_ A_IGLE !_ETWEEN VELOCITY VECTORS
ALTITUDE OF PASgAOE













ALT_Q_PI............. _ALT_I.IUDE__OE.OPTIMUM POINT ...........
_hi(OIIGH CO_MOr_
VOPT .MINIMUM TRANSFER VELOCIY
RTOPT RADIUS CORRESPONDING TO OPTIMUN

























AJ (I )"A 4u(r_PL, IO)/V (I) **2
A;:(2):A _IJ(:'IPLr!O)/V(2)**2
Ll =l .+i:_r>/A_ (1)
P l'-A_ (i )* (EI*,2-I.)
./L


















•..THETA IS TRIAL POItJT AT WHICH DELTAV IS
CORREbPOr.iDING RADIIJS
T_KT_=T_ETA+DELTH
IF(T_ETA.OT.(AST1-DIEST)) GO T_ 7
_ThA':=A2(1)*(EI**2-1.)/(1.+_I*COS(THETA))
TO BE COMPUTED. RTRAN IS
• ..CONP']T_ L;[:T,3,AHGLF PETWEFN TqI_L POIf,!T ArID OtJTF_OUHD ASY;.!.PTOTE
_LTAzALPHA-TH_TA





IF(OTSCSe. LT.(O.)) GO TO 5






















1.1 I".Ii I,SFCTIOf Atir T_EI; VECTOi< L.IFFFRKhCC
;, [. I,_::_,(i1{1 (2'._f_'.u(r,,PLr4O)ll T ,;HoV(1),_ _,2}
'I',I ; .T:q >i 1 (P,*I_r,'I(HPLNO)I_,'II.'h'JI-'j(;,)_,_2)
:, C ]'. -':,.)_,TI (_ II, rl-,Ah)l(2.-,: li,/_,J//,2.(L) ) ) ._ .
,,_::,,: (;_),(: ':C_:C-].)
%; L.tIjT:C':,_WI,T ( (_ 2/i-:TlkAl_}I (2. _"?I ;_GI_Io,L:(2) ) }
_.,_.l l''t. _51",(q'(',ir )
_,tl.(._!IT: A,,c'.,I'I(':.r_(,(.It;T)
li (ACOC:(-i./L).I..I.I",ZTA) GAi_,1Oiir-_'I-(J^,!Olil
i.,,L.IA_,=S:_I,I (V! LIf,*,_2-tVELOUTi+,?_->.,, VELIri,_VCLOUI, ......
C(.S (c/_';_II'l-Gh!','O,q ) )
C c,.%/',i.F:.(VE L,'_UT**Z+P.ELTAV,_*'2-VI:L i ,_,_2 )/ (2. "_VELOUT.DELTAV)
• ..If,ill 1.1.I O,.F::.FLL,:_ Ori ACOS
T L 51
.i,F ( (C('2,,_LF.OT. ([,.
C(;£ALr "-1 .
;i ( ( tn,S',,_F .LF. (_:).
(..L.,"_^ U- --I
AL t- L_.,r"c0'.:'{C qSt. l,.F )
uU .,i'I:ALP +:,A_.:<'UI
FOR
) ) .AND, (AB£ (COS,A.LF- t, ) .LT. {m DO0.1) } ) ...
) } .AND. (AUS(COS._.IL.F+ L. ) .LT. ( ,O00.1.} } )
II
t: lq'iT Tt_ - T,,POI:GH LOOP
iF (IFIk%I.F(:.(O)) GO TO I[1
L,L(.,I:' : (qELT A_'- V [:(_"IAL )IDFLT! 4
IF (':,l.Ol;i:.LT.(n.}) O0 TO 9
i_ (['-'T.LI'iF.OT,'_FC_)AL) GO TP ._
j_l_ V T 1-_)r..L [ _!F
H,LI T -:].-"99 o_QOG
_,L.l"l _<1=V999 •9<.'
u{,.%1'l.k: (V (2) '_*2+I,'ELI:4F**.'-V (i )*'2) I (_.*V (2) *DELINF)
ALF =ARC')S (COSALF)
__;,,, ' T 1=: )L-L+ ALF
11 (vTF,.(,T.VOtJT) GO
li L] rl- "_"
i i ,L2I .l =-_]AFP I
v T :I.IT1-4(1)
::r l" i: _i'i
-I t .L_: | ],z '_,_T],
i_ E:I.rl:_ISFVI
E1 i:_,iI:V £2.} .
Vl 0!I rl--V (1 )
_,_: [ U J, I";
TO 13
IFRAI:%f-E:F.: _- I" '[ 3'JAL PERIAPSE'
- 4._L-L'e I t_. ILtC, L,L/"L .....
i;_l,I ;T;_ ] -"_ 1 rxA'I/_', ORO./RHO (_IPLN_))
At.T'I,{l _.!,_ rI{A ('II(,O,q0. -RHO (:4rL_,k_)
o_,r,, I 1 -,-, &,M

















i t iLP rl :Tt ILTA




• ,.IF THIS VALUE OF DELTAV IS LESS THAN PREVIOUS VALUE CONTINUE





































C POSITION AND VELOCITY VECTOPS AND JULIAN DATE.
C











..... FINC (20 }=ACOS (UNITH (3))
Ar;ODE(1):VCROSS(UHITNPH)













































































t'._} - l',_t<A:,d-_l_,'IC Ar:ALYSIf_ ;",!O(:,'_A ,
P,F. I._J:4(;
Ct.l.t-,ir,:_,A f-,Y,,l[tcV:HOSI: CHARACT_}<IC_TICS ANE CONTINUOUS
FL;t.CTI!Ji, Z;_-fiie OAPA'AEIFP,'; i'(I),I'(,!'),...,P(t,IP). PAP
i-'t-_,'f,;I.',,,, l'_A,'.{li_[C AHALf.Cf% v;IT,i f.(!,iF_Cl TO THESE
'AI:A 'El i_ C, _ FOLLo',!S:
1. r _l _'APAt,_ETER SPACE P,ql<uEO hY HOLI}ING P(1) Afro P(2)
VIAl..) _G SEARCIIED FOR PP, Ii,ll'_ SATISFYI/.*G SPECIFIED
C nt(_, "F<AI,'!Ts,
2, h'_ ATTE'_PT IS _ADE TO MAP THE SOLUTIONS FOUfI[-)TO
ALl. PUI_TS OF A GRID FORMEb FROM TIIE DOMAIf'4S OF P(Z)
A 'tF>.P(2).
3, FOr, T!4E SOLUTIONS FOIIt.JD, TIIE-SYSTEm: CHARACTEP. ISTICS
/,'E EUi,iPUTED AI_D STORED.
'_. t._ I_.,TET_FACE IS PROVIDED FOE PROGI_AI'"S DOING
h',I,ITLU_,AL COi',_PUTATIO_I F_/_SED ()iiT_{E GRIDS DEVELOPED.
5. CONTOUR PLOTS OF THE CHARACIERISTICS AND THE
POh-GI_ID.P.ARAt.,ETEE_S A.RE PLOITED AS SPECIFIED.
It!t, PAf','_i.IETEPSPACr.] IS %EARCHEF) i_Y 5TARII!IG AN ITERATIVE
P, OC'--I)UI_E_T FACT, POINT OF A GPIF) FORMED FROH THE DOMAINS
OF P(_),P(4),..,,P(NP). TO AVOIO REPEATED CONVERGENCE
Tu IHF SA_.}E SOLUTION OR HEEDLESS WANDERING, THE ITERATIVE
......th,.(.;CEDU,.iE.IS__STOPPE.EI_IF_ IT STRAYS. OUTSIDE A BQLII_ARY
CENTERED 0_ THE INITIAL POI,_JT, PROVISIONS ARE MADE FOR
OIHFt? SEARCH TECHNIQUES_ A_'n/OR ITERATIVE PROCEDURES.
S(,LIJTIO'q MAPPING IS USEr) Tn MAP EACH INITIAL SOLUTION
TC. AS W,ANY POI_TS OF THE GRID AS POSSIBLE, THE CHARACTER-
ISIICS ARE STORED AS FUNCTIONS OF THE Gl_Ir) PARAMETERS.











L_t ;C It, IT/
",_,.
PLOTTI_46 OPTION SELECTOR
;0, OFF-LINE PLOTS ONLY
:I, PRIHTER PLOTS ONLY
_.__._LBOTH TYPES .......
4B CHARACTER FRAME TITLE
48 CHARACTF. R ABSCISSA LABEL
_8 CIIARACTER ORDINATE LABEL



























"I:_I!_t ''_ VAI_Ut. (,r Ai-_bCI ;SA
t, AkIt',tJ,J VAl..tli. fie D:tOCT<)SJ
l'I,_TI;,!l/'_ VAL!t! fill utqlJI;,14TI:.
_'A,_I_I!! ',_ 7ALili r ,l_ OI4DI'.I'_TE_
i,'!ii.4r!Lt-_ <)t FiJ,,,oII-iNS OiJ THIS FRAI4L
!!:lITS ¢_'_tt;l(E f i_;.cr/ok ARF "1'_) '$E FC,IJND
SOU.I-T-ION NlJtAiTtLI-4S(,IF FUNC[ION$
VARIABLE NI/Mf}ER5 OF FUNCTIONS
CCLNTOUR DI, RECTION INDICATOR -
"0, FUNCTION CONSTANT CONTOURS
.............. __..1jL_P_.I_C_T_J_JT CONTOURS .....
=2, P2 CONSTANT CONTOURS
iI.lThaUl .... _C_T._A-ORDINATE INDICATOR _
=0, P1/P2,P2/F, OR P1/F IS THE
.... C ............................. _SCISSJVOROINATE_
C =11 THE REVERSE IS TRUE
_...-..C. PIIN ...... INT/MLi* ...... iNTFRP_Q.LATI(_N___.O.B_.P_.,1.
C P21 N











Ir,IT/MU* INTERPOLATION INCREMENTS FOR P2
REAh_U* ....I_/NIMUM CONTOUR _IF IDC=0 , .
REA/MU* _AXIMUM CONTOUR IF IDC=0
REA!t4L)__. .STE_.SI_ZE BETWEEN_CONTOURS_ !F_IDC:O ......
INT/MU* IF IOC=J ,PJ(INS) IS THE FIRST
CONTOURVALU_F_L__.QRj_?.,___
IblT/MUl IF IDC=J ,PJ(LAS) IS THE LAST
............... CO_T__O_UR_VALUE, J=l OR 2
INT/MUI IF IDC=J ,PJ(INS+KiISI),K=O,L WHERE.....
_ _ _ L*IS_jLE.LAS, ARE THE CONTQU_ VA__UES






C _ilBRQ|ITINF5 NA[v!_E PURP05_ ......


















FILGRD TO USE INITIAL SOLIlTIONS FOUND TO FORM A GRIO
COMCHA ......TO-COMPUTE-T-HE SYSTEM C._RAC_ERISIICS AT_.EACH__ _
@RID POINT
AUXPRO TO pnnViOF AN Ir{TF_REAC_R PROGRAMS
PLTCON TO PLOT CONTOURS OF THE SYSTEM CHARACTERISTICS
THE USER MLIST SUPPLY THE FOLLOWING SUBROUTINE ENTRY
_POSITS:
C_NSTR(P,C_) WHICH COMPUTF_ __LUE OF THE
CONSTRAINT FUNCTIONS(CS) AT P.
CHARAC(.P_NPICINC) WHICH COMPUTES THE SYSTEM
....._TF_R!_T!CS(_) _OR IEE__IVEN__AUJE_O_E..THF
PARAMETERSIP), NP AND NC ARE THE NUMBER OF PARAMETERS
_NO CH_RACTFnI_TI_ RESpF_TIVFLY.
PRTCHA(P,r__H.IC.J_ PRINTS P AND C WILT_B





















AU;_Pr_O _'iHICH PERFORMS 0PERATIOIJS USEFUL TO THE
CLI,(_,_Lr,TSTUr;Y F_t)T HOT PROVIDED FOP t:Y PAP.
_I AqF_ITLOh! TO THESE SUBR0,1TINE EhTRY PuINTS, THE USER
-A4_-S_J;_IPJ.Y-A PROCF_Er-ELE_4ENT WITH THE. FOLLOWING--F._IRY
POINT_ AND CO_.ITENTS:
RU:I')OC COtlTAINS THE NAMES AND DF_FINITIONS OF THE
VAT,TABLES IN NAMELIS-T RUNDAT,
...... _A_C.OC4IA_TL-_NA_ES AN2 UEFINITIOI_.OE _
VAF_IABLES IN NAMELIST SAVDAT.
OPFMPC CONTAINS THE DESCRIPTION OF THE OUTPUT
......RFSULTZNG FROM A CALL TO PRTCHA.
n_F_,_..-.COIVIA-I,_._HF.-BESCRI21_¢-0F THE_OLLTEU$ ..............
qESLJLTING FROM A CALL TO AUXPRO.
...........................................
KO_USE CONTAINS COMMON USE WHICH IS USED FOR COHMUNI-
..... CATIO_ BETWEEN .USER_SUBROUTINES. ........
.... RU'JtLCQN_T_JNS_IE__ISIJ_YI_DAI, .THIS.I_IAMELI_T__ ..........




....C _ _SA_V___C..0__II_S_I__.!..SI._E__V_AT _I{_..MU_I
C CONTAIN THE INPUTS WHICH DEFINE THE CONSTRAINTS
C ...................AND_THE__S.I_ULATOR_ _THESE INPUTS WILL BE NEEDED IF
C FURTHER PROCESSING IS DONE AND ARE WRITTEN ON ALL
C . SAVE_EILES,_DLAME__S_RUNDAT AND SAVDAT MUST _ONTAIN
C ALL INPUTS REQUIRED TO DEFINE THE SYSTEM, THE















....... RU!_ QNLY. INPUTS_.KON_ 3U_t_, ICHSA,_AND_NFR._UST BE ......
IF.I TttIS NAMELIST. THIS NAMELIST IS NOT SAVED ON THE
...... SAVE. FILES, ..........
_._ INITIL_C_.AI__THEEORTR__CODE THAT SETS THE ._
VALUES OF ANY VARIABLES THAT MUST BE INITILIZED
-AT THE-I_NNIJ_._-OE-F_ACH PASS. VARIOUS I_uT-.._WHICH _
ARE NOT OFTEN CHANGED CAN BE SET HERE, THEIR VALUE
CAN _E CHANGED B Y T_E'_ _BSEmJEN_..I_.__At_EI./_ ........
RUNDAT AND SAVEDAT.
SIMDFN CONTAINS THE FORTRAN CODE WHICH DERIVES FROM
........... THE-INPUTS !_L-RLt_At-_-SAV_T T_E-INFOI_T-I-ON ............
NECESSARY TO DEFINE THE SYSTEM CONFIGURATION_ THE
ChU_TRAINT_ Th _ _TI_FIEn,.ANn THF INPUT_ T_ PEPL
.......... _PDO_ CnNTA!NS A OIMENSION.SI_kTENENI FOR ALL ......
VARIABLES IN NAMELIST SAVDAT. THE DIMENSION AND SIZE
..... C .......... OF TJ4E.T__-VA_.___.CO_RESPONB.TO THOSE C_VEN
C TO THE VARIABLES IN PAP.
C













DIl,iEt, tSIOrl lllN(_;tl) p I%0(M!I) , IVA ('_!I),cr"I (_4V) ,CI_A (!.'U),
CIrI{_'_)),IC_)(_U),INS(N'U) _LA%(".U) tIS_I(,_b),FTLT(P,),AL_B(B),




C NA',_FLI_T Pt.TL)AT-FmlS rJA_ELIST DEFI'IFS ONE PLOTTING
--_ .......ERAI_F-.---_JC--t._.-.S_EP._IFYING D_-kI-F_S, T_S NAMEI-IS'I _ILL












HLAFc (5,/t uNr" A T )
IiEAI. NA;4ct IST %,\VDAT F'RO_. FILF IU_IT, 5, 01_, :_OTH (.5 IS READ LAST)
IF(Kn_(1)._-c).I) (,.O TO




PEA[, PLOT DATA IF I_FR GT 0
IF(flFR.EQ.O) GO TO 30
HEA(> INPUTS THAT DFF'INE A SINGLE- FRA_IE A{I(_ STORE IN ARRAYS WHICH





























l L'I- (L,,') -i II_l (1_)
,_LI (I-,,J)-AL t,'_(I.)
L,I _ (1_, J)-(.;L 'a','.(l )
,,f _-(.I): ._-U
o(., ;,-:', l'...:ip:_l-lJ
IF L_(,I,-' ) - I I Ill (f',)
l'-_(,,L(J,_ )'-T_C)(I.' )
.[_+,_i(J,")-TUA(_)
IhO(,Jp/, ) - I AO.c,( i*.)
F"l ir,c (,!, F, ) -I,1 T';(h )
_'= l.t.,C (,J __,) "-i'2: l t" { t. )
Cr, Ii',(d,'()-Cr'!I(t<)
C_.'.AX ( ,Jp_,:) :C:,'A( K )




£I C'.; (Jr _;) : 1",I { F )
L._,)._'ITI '.lJ:-
i; C[mIH]£ t,I ,'_I)F!_,Li',T
POq TT l'J! F'LOT FILl;', rLFIII(', _J._FD PAST !.J%qf)gT
II_(r',_Fl4.,iL.l.cff..iiFlq.EO.IUr',iIT) GO TO i01
CALL PI"_) ( l'* )
IF(I,FlE.[qL.I.Ci'.!IFIrS.EO.III!IIT) GO TO in2
I'_LV.I:IL _ l%
C_LL PF ;J(lh)
IF('_Vlt ."JE.I.OF'.iJFI6.EQ.IIJ'JTT) GO lO i03
kEWI'_D 16
C_LL. N1':_(16)
IF(IiFIT.J_E.I,0R.r_FIT,EQ.IUNIT) GO lO 104
l_k_,,Ir iC 17
CALL Ri)2 (17) .........
I_ (;_FIB.,JE.!.r,I_.{IClS.EQ.IU;IIT) GO TO 105
CALL I:")(1_,)
3AV[:AI" O; FILES BCI_JG SAVEr', Tt(I(-,PA%%
I_(I%AI.EU.O) GO TO 106
LOI=_+_JOI
_Cl:, 'CI+I
Ig(LOI.$1".IO) GO TO 190
kLLI_ID I_uI
-_+LT[ (LO I, SAV[,AT} ......
I_(IgAF.EQ.O) GO TO 107
LOF: I.I+'JOF
I_OFZ_IOF+I
II_(LOF.3T.13) GO TO 190
REWlI_D LOF
_I-TE (LOE,S,A$/t.u_.T) _ ._
[F(I';AC.EQ.O) (".0 TO ]08
L(,LzI 4 _'IOC
I,(( "_, ¢I
IW (I ,)r . ;I.l_.) (.', llJ l(3rl
hL_;I!JD LOC
_,t_ITF.(LOC, 5AVDAT}
1.06 I_ (ISAA.LQ.O) GO
LL:,A: 17 _-'IUA








-C_--%G.-T}IL.I HNCTI_.; TO BE PEI(FOR>_EL)tL_XT ...........
- . 0-1
120 KI -KON(J)
- t,O TO (130,140,150,160,170),KI'1
C
--_C ..... C._.I.L__J.L_I SuL .................................
C
1_ CALL OCLC_CK (TINE)
_VF:ITK (6,1002) SURIP TIt,_E
....... I,_SK:O .....
CALL INISOL
.... IV t-'_,_.l_ It_.II__IJS_BZ ........................
GG TO laO
C
C CALL FIL6f, C
C
14(J CALL OCL.UCK (TINIE)
'__LLI_TE_(.r,Ld,..OO2 ) SUB2, TIME .........
l,iSE.:O
........ CALL__EIL_RD .....
t,VF_ITE (6, I005) NSE, SUR2
















-C- ....... -C.AI.L-_-LTCc_ ................................
C




















FO,_ A1 S Tt,l'ErIEr_Tt.,
FOR;_AT(Itt p,****l.,;Ol([iTIIAIJ THL _LOITE[)HUMRER OF SAVE t
.J-F-IA._c,ALI-_ USF_=' -I101 - !.I3p2X='HOF z 'P13122(atI_I3C_ .......
13w2X_':lOA : 'PI31)
FgR_LAT(t=IOpt*****CALL '*A6p' AT TI_E I_2A6P'_t**tl)





























.......-+,_OURI_I _ROER EQUATZO_ llJ
T,','OHYPERROLII GIVEN THEIR
T,IhT A PERIAPSE IRANSFER











. 5UBROUT I!¢E PERXFR [A_ __BA,E, R TRA'_S) ......
C
............... __DJ/_CQI'E__P]__O_P I, G_'_SU.IItBID,.DTR "
uI_ErISION A2(2) ,El2)
C
A=(A2(1)-A2(2) )*COS (BA) ....

























L (1 )=I, ISI:J (TI_EI A 1)
_-(2)-1 •/SIzI( TI,ETA;>)






































L_,LL F}:_,Tt,}In(P, hP wC wIJC)
ARISING
TI_RD_IOti LI':)T
i' VLCTOF OF PARAMETFRF;
HH r_Ut'!]EPOF PARAMETERS






_'uf_P"H I[T-,_., ,'. -._E PRTCIIA(P,C)










IF(IFIRST.,NE.o) GO TO I
v;LITE (b,2003)
IF IPST--t




IFIIENC(IJI,EQ.2} GO TO 2
_RITE(b,20OO) (C (K} ,K:I, J), (C (J+K) ,K=2_4)





L INE S=L INES+NPONT S











..... hlTF LA._'_F,<I A'r-_ ASY_,_I'T')TE r)ATA
C-O
:_i{ITE (<, 1 Of)I )
bO Iu [:l,lCCc
IF(I !i ,I(1).FO.[_) ',0 TO it)
LI:L+L _C,_C;_(T )
_: :L+Lr-]U Fl! ( I )
._RITE((:,,IU42) C(LI+2) PC(L+I),C(L]+b),C(LI+6),C(LI+3),
u(LI+4 } ,C (L_.B) ,C(I_ig) ,C(L+7} ,C (I-_)
'.',ii_ ('., iI."?)C(L] _-I),C(L2+] ) ,C(LI÷9),C(LItlO) fC(L.I t-'),




bu IDI] Izl,IIPc, NTS
Ik I!TYP: ILhC (I )
If-(IE!;TYP.F_3.0) GO TO 100
..ji;T_ ("._,_)P,aO,!:_Or(,F)f20,".O,20) IE_!TYP
IF (I' 'Iffi'.iTh.]) ',:,'i_ITF('_', _ : _'.)
IF(Ii:hTYP.EO.C) w_,_lF.(C,,i ll)
,'¢l. IT_(v., 10()#) (C(L÷K) _K-l_,l._),C(L+lO),C(L+23)















C(I._-]) ,C(t _ ),!c-( i_ ) ,y . I ' 3 _ ._r'(_ +J 1 ) '


























•.._,I_ITE PL.A'4F C_IANGE MA;4ELIVER OATA
_Vt,!I Tr" (G, l(,2t)
L-L+LE",3 Itt(I)
C(L+IO)t(C(L+K),K=I3p]6)


















*" L.S1/','I'E" IF _rJ
C'4AP,22X,17F_PLANET THETA ,
R.ASCH DECLIN I{.E.S. DATE/
F(;I,'P,,_T(IHI,16HTRANS ORBTT
b3Hl,JC liE VEL DP ANG
4bX,:_7,_(uEG} (DE3) (EMOS) (TJEG) (DEG) (DEG)
i_tt(EMOS) (J.DATE)/)
F{,P#hT(tt4 ,9H ECCEN = wFB.SflIXp6HDEPARlt6XtF3.0pF8.2p
t,;.2,F_Z,_t3F8.2tEB._,F11,2) ..
r_i_f_T(llt pgH S.M,A.= fFa.5,IIX,6HARRIVE,6XwF3,O_F8,2_
F_.2,F4.4,3FB.2_FB.4,F11,2/}
F(,P,/AT(lll ,_X,39HDEL.PSI PSI I PSI 2 R.ANGLE P.ALT
q_.H V-CIRC VP-ELL VP-HY 1 VP-HY 2 OV-C 1 DV-C 2
_£_i :_VC-IOF DV-E I nV-E 2 DYE-lOT PER. RAD./4X,
_ZH(DEG) (DEG) (OEG) (DEG) (NM) (FPS)_ (FPS)
49H (FPS) (FPS) (FPS) (FPS) (FPS) (FPS)
27ri (FPS) (FPS) (PL.RAD.))
FOR!4AT{tH ,1X_5FB.2_lOFB.l_3X,FT.4)
FOR_iAT(tHO,1X_38H INCLIN C.OME6A OME6A 10ME6A _ OME6A
_2H P ALPHA P DELTA P A/RP SMA.ELL APO-VEL/4X
_53H(DEG) _ (DEG} __DEG] ._ (DEG) .(OEG} (OEGL_ (DEG}._
2qH (N.UIM} (NM} (FPS)}
FOR_IAT(1H ,TFB.2_FB.W_F_.O,F6.;)
FCR_i_T(1HO_'FLYBY CHARACTEqISTICS_,9OX_SIJB-SOLAR PT._/
IX,46HPLANET REND ANG OHEGA INCL ONEGAt OMEGA2
43H 0:4EGAP ALPHAP DELTAP PER RAD PER ALT
$511 _ER VF_L--DF.LT-A-.V _- R_ASC -DECLINIIOX, ............
45H(OEG) (DEG) (BEG) (DEG) (DEG) (DEG)
eSH (%EG) (DEG) (P.RAD) (N.M.) (FT/SEC)







FGRMA¥(IH _2X,42FDF_I..PSI PSI i PSI2 B,ANGLE ALTOPT
24HTR.OPT DVOPT 6AMMV
304il:HET1 THET_ VT__]J_L .......__T.__D_UIZWX_
_OH(DEG) (OEG) (DEG) (DEG) (NM)


























IX,3_ IF._CLII_ C.OMEGA OMEGA I Ot_IEGA
A T DELTA T/qx,




ALPHA V DECLIN V DEL.INC. '






































COMPUTE HADIUS MAGNITUDE AND DECOMPOSE
AND SEMI-LATUS RECTUM DIRECTIONS
THROUGH LIST
A SEMI-MAJOR AXIS
..........E ............ _.CCEN-TRICITY - --
ECAN ECCENTRIC ANOMALY
.. TRNM TRUE ANOMALY
THROUGH LIST
RADIUS MAGNITUDE OF RADIUS

































,,t ;_ - ,;__,t, PAqT I,A_,EI-I%T t}S',;llAT
V.F. L (_ .!o
V IL'hthF,
,E -i,+.I ....I ;iU. f_rA[._ HEAl)% PA".,T I.IAr,I,FLLIST USI4DAT WITHOUT
l,-!:ITll_:_Ii..- ()AT,A II'ITO THE- M_II'I P!<OGPAF!
,,-,'._,{L 'E-I.T":,T L,%I:OAT qlJT p,,) r;hT lI.;/_r!St,,'llF)ATA TO PAl :)
I_ f,r;_v_l: AP3TIF-tFIiT LIST
IFIL rr F:IL.F-I_IIr,!FI;ERTn i-;E i((Af-)
II(. I ,F
t, bqF, OIJl IPiI..SI# Tr:.i4Er,!T
L)UI.,_.OI ! I T I,_L RPr_ ( IF ILF-:)
SPr-.CIF ICAIlO! .qTAIt:_F[:T
Ir Cl_ If'" I'I_(_T."pL_IST
_":el.i_Fj.f{S_V"JLp LIST
1, CL Ir,k I<P:?_SpLIST











1:1: 55 qllT: [i
12:52:57-0CT _,0_1')6 _)































• , , OFh Y
l,/ k : I'_. , ,<
C,, v_F,T ll_- T]f,'{! F'OI_T 6l;is_Y T c' i, TnFAI I_L-LIOCENTRIC
•! <..T
, _.,-,,. , ]. t. .) Tt;_-'(! :_)
, ,, . i,+,,,_c -T ; ,L iS T
• '.+ ';..I , _;'!.)-<_[ ).t ]"iT
" ' ] + +"{+"i )
]t>A A!,!. ' ' i _ fzF A! ti[ WIT)' r- ": " --i)'l ) "! OF l_,{ P/_PAKETER VALUES
_'ilI:t.i'{ ,,i. ( ,,' ]ir,:r> li.it_(.)tlOF4 /.. ;C!"'v.;fiT !_ZST ,pi, P(I) IS PRESE,"]T
VAt_t; ),_. I , , "4,1?, Di'f'i P{2) T<;, c,_'!;!:JArF VitR, K>F.T PARAMETERS
lr.li.' " : J i .'!1. >'\Y f',_il) COIAt'-_IIIL V!-_iLI,']P, i .(-' " . .... '('.,lllCliS _)'f CALLING
EIIi , ;,: _ . _ . ,:'.'-_ FT/:!_L,
! :" I[_ (<7)
,_i, >'° t lf'l,i_
: _,V,",::] tt* lC>ll<:_2t - ISI.JBt
. :,;! i.!V_it,{. ;-';+>li:'l) O0 'FO I
., '. J_',_ ..... ',<,_. "_o-I!_2, '. GO l'f) :'
• _",_ { t'br;_).l.' i':'tJ;<id) Z!) ( i )
J. $
,,,- I ! 7,
I_ _, { {_:-;_I_]) L'_,tji!Z.)_F>(1)
. ( L[, J,:| )]<i !, .P_. '(2)
, (i' 'i_:l i;_-: 2) O:.) "i"" q.
I" i:" ( ;, I_'L'it!2)
C, I L Fl.ti:'L_:T;f!SlJli21T)
O< T :) £
t _,_. i.. [ i ;Ki_!:.l_. ( IS, UU2 )
t;,;f,l [t!iJZ
COc4t--tJTL. f,,i ,_i POSi I]O" VECTOR
. . i |K..T.] ) _,







































i_- 3 C:- (,,l
L(,_';I_'Tr ,;_,,_;LEBEI",vEEN EXTE'JIIE[_




















G A',,I_QA ANGLE RETWEEN EXTENDED RADIUS
YELOCI_TY_VECTOR
coU'_GIJT ItJE.SLOPE (A i,E, R,AD_,TPNM_. GA r,'1_,A)
AND
CO_._;_IOt,;ICONFACIPI _IIAFPI, TWOP I, GMSUN _,RTD pC_TR















r.':,CF._!%IOI ,',"", !"::i ]':r,!"I(,f,,_ OF lftE VE-CTO_-_
• ,_.,AG[:. DAI _-
' '., !:'Ob]'flO," ", i _. _ '
..... L,Ai'__ AND TI'_ANSF(.H"g
:-" TO PLAf.i_:'It' , . , ,
.:_., _bC'_.i-'.L .'.SYSTt:t_
[_t.A!:( i * . : .,<
,:::,.,-., t, ' '; F :i !_.>-DOL._R POIi_T
p [(:i._):. . ,,,: _,f_ r)_: .."_J[x-gOLAR _"0]:I'.JT.
_-_ _';T
'_',I):: ...._'Ji_Lf--I.!,F'}






































............... S_UL_I'IUE_ IRUA_L_L£E.CA_I_IZ_ TILN._ ) ......
C
dU_hONICONFAC/PI _HAFP I tTWOPI _.G_SU_I J,RTD, bTR
ThPOtIGi+ L.IST

















































}! I ,A,£_ (,.... _.,/"IPXL. [L
• ." .; _{,;,!CR
i
.1', f-fl j-I_ II,4'OL.J;',fOR (:'JTr'_',J,!) f_YD.LXC.VF'LOCITY
v, , ::<, fl.t;:_ P/,SSAGE RAD;'<;_ ;,,,_,"'-' T,_L r)ECLIHATION OF
r:_ _< ,, :,. tE f"F'OCghM FIt'lOC T;if: VI_,TIIAL SYMME'fRIC ASY_!PT.
• ',T T'I.:L';Fil_ F_FP,IAPSE V!'CTOR i:_OK_ A KNOWLEDGE OF
., :, ',T.TCITY "_;_(,PER-I-APS[: P,ffCLIqAfIC)N. THE .VIRTUAL
:. , 'f,f i% ltiFi,i THE qtJ:. L)l- (-'I.IECC) lIMES THE PERIAPSE
,or}v., I,):_ Pi.t;S (V CROSS PE.,],_,PS!Z) CROSS PERIAPSE
• ,..__i,.i.,,_<L_f0 T (I r !'lTY P )
i <04l!"-_ CO :"_r)tl
V..[:
R t_r-; Ifi








"_AG:!IT!JDE: OF INBOUND H,I-.V,
RIGr-i; ASCfZrI%ION OF INBOUND II.E.V.
DECL]!I_,TION OF INBOUND H.E.V.
PAS%AC-E fiAOI'ib
........ DECLII:ATIO_I OFT PERIAPSE
ENC OI..I_ITER TYPE
.HA.S:'ITIIDE OF OUTBOUNO H,E.V.
RIG,_T ASCEHGION OF OUTBOUND H.E.V.
DECLIHATION OF OUTtJOUND N,,E.V.
;,: rr --'t,E,V, COMPOIIEHI'_" t,_ _- I_!T,:.t_CI-_At_CEABLE FOR IHPlJT
"_i'-,U OtJfPUT
Ci-7')GS CONPL.!TE CRO(:,'b PRODUCT




C( t.: 43H/COI';F-AC/P I, HAFPI, T_';OPI _G'_ISOIH_PTD _
',._1;,:F:i£101,1V(3)_PERIAP(3)_VCROSR(3),VO(3),VECI(3)=VEC2(3)
F;i:L.TFt,,i,,I;li_ ;4iFTii[:_{ :(i4[_01J11[_OR OU'f;;O!JN[.) ASY_PTOIE IS SPECIFIED
"¢" _, ..................................................i I E :.T- ,
I{ (!EtlTYP.EO.1) GO TO 2:)










[;E l A:-, I_:CL ['1
G(.. T , ] q
o..uL,T,_OU_,I_ [', ',t't_CiFl[r]
VlL'-YOl I }"
ALPHA-:_', .1'.,0 ! JT

















=COS (bETA) *COS (ALPHA)






ICil;'NS F,)R EQUATION OP Tt4E FORM CI*COS(THETA)+
):C3 AiIF) SOLVE FOR RIGHT ASCENSION OF PERIAPSE
(1)*COS(DECLP)
(2)*CO£(DECLP)
.................. C 3=- V (_.){51 !](D,E_C.J.P). 1_,_/_E.............
C
reHECK FF.ASICILITY OF DESIRED PERIAPSE DECLINATION
RESET VALiJE IF _JO1 RFALIZABLF.
R,,U:Cl,_2+C2**2-C3**2
(RA[).SI.,fl,) GO TO il .....................
I][:ST=L













...T_,IS I,,,r _'P.Ovlr)_ FOR TRAVEL AROUND PLAIJET












_ ((('_ _,,,L,,._(3) ._11 .[;_),A!!R. []F:I!TYI'.[(:,L)).OR. ((VCROSN(3)
•LI.FI.).AI,II).(IFNTyr_,EC.I))) GO TO 14
I) (: ,_( (....,-el,C;,S(_!__')IP) )/rp__ i'_J(f,tI'_r _ ) .St. ( .OO[)l } )
CO TO ! 3
FI ;t V['_'l,.;rl. p'_Y.; I'._T!
j_:i LFz--I./_:
J;gl(1)=v(._355 (VC:<CSR,PEi_IA,:)
Vt C2_ ( ] ) -v*SC._,t.i' ( ;'k R I AP, AMUL. T)
_0 (! )='/5L_D (VF'C 1 ,VEC2)
C I<: ',t tZ _._CI.I:_,"LTJ'.' j A!_D _..rc;HT ASCEhlSIOri Of VIk.rUAL VECTOR
C
;,J I;=:,,,'¢._:_(V'_(t)/(SORT(VO(1)**P+V,)(2)_*2)))
J..,- (_;_;(:.:] _LI'. (l';.)] ALP:T:,qOPI--'R..P
]._. _i::,!rTP,E:_°I) _C TO 18
,,'L,u T:: v ]. I
,,._ C_)[ :- !Ll.
_vi: i,:Vui.; [
L._"CL Ii [:--L,_L-I_





















',,L L t;';l IY I /,r_¢lllU,l




k._ ] RAI}IIV, ';AG'tlTO_.E
;,, %[_._T-c A,,JOi_ AAI c-,
T!. h TRUE I.!!O:';ALY
CAp;,J;, FI_IGIIT PATI' AIIGLE-
TF,H(a lot, LI%T
V r },_F(_) VELhCITY cn'4_'%, ALOI.G
l'rPII,FLlDri r)IF<ECTIOt'
SUr_kCUTII,,L VFL '.'_O('_,r?;.l;,li<l"','F_A "_''c,L/CO_I))
,,lr.L i',.T'),i ';CO P(2)
VELX%Gf_T((P (/R,_u) (1.O/A))
#CO!. Z?_(1 ):VEL*COS (TFif!.P.+G AM!'_A)
•.'__.'i-'(..'-') Vi_L*<,II i(TI'H_v-0GA"_'_aA )
,e C .,'(;)=L:.
t\__ Tl ,i '.l!
Fill.
AND HOR;4AL TO
